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Abstract
Neutrinoless double beta decay is a hypothesized lepton-number-violating process in
which two neutrons decay to two protons, producing two electrons but no electron antineutrinos. The LEGEND collaboration will search for this decay in

76

Ge. To improve

the argon active veto for LEGEND-1000, xenon doped argon was explored as an alternative active volume. Simulations using argon doped with 10 ppm xenon and pure liquid
argon were used to predict the light yield from cosmic muons in a 100 liter cryogenic
vessel. The simulations predicted that xenon doping would yield 1.83±0.02 more light,
while an increase of 1.81±0.05 was measured. From the simulation, a lower limit on the
attenuation length of 5.0 m was found for argon doped with 10 ppm xenon. Alternative
xenon doped light collection designs were explored using simulation for LEGEND-1000.
It was found that all designs provided significant improvements on light collection for the
LEGEND-1000 active veto.
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FWHM

p
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Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment
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Chapter 1
Neutrinos

1.1

Introduction

The Standard Model of Particle Physics describes how the universe interacts on a
microscopic level by defining the fundamental particles and the three fundamental forces,
the Electromagnetic, Weak, and Strong forces, to describe the interactions between them.
The predictive power of the Standard Model has been driving discoveries in particle
physics for over 50 years. The most recent prediction to be found true was the Higgs
boson discovered in 2012 [1]. The Higgs boson is pivotal in particle physics because it
provides a mechanism to give mass to all fundamental particles. Despite the success of
this model, it fails to deliver on several important issues including a particle description
of gravity, the matter-antimatter asymmetry seen in the universe today, and a heavy
neutrino. The Higgs mechanism can give mass to the neutrino through the introduction
of a heavy right handed neutrino state and a Yukawa coupling constant, fν , of ∼ 10−13 .
This tiny coupling constant may be the answer to neutrino mass, though it seems unlikely
when considering all other possibilities of new physics that can more naturally give mass
to the neutrino. One of the fundamental questions about heavy neutrinos and thus any
new physics, is whether neutrinos are their own antiparticles and thus Majorana particles.
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A heavy Majorana neutrino would help explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry seen
in our universe. The best way to address these questions and ultimately provide more
insight into the heavy Majorana neutrino is to search for neutrinoless double beta decay.

1.2

First Evidence

James Chadwick, in 1914 [2], found that electrons emitted in beta-decay had a continuous energy spectrum. This result was surprising because it was expected that under
the assumption of a two body decay, the electron should carry away approximately the
full Q-value of the decay due the fact that the nucleus is much heavier than the electron. Two possibilities were proposed, either energy conservation and linear momentum
conservation are not always valid or there exists a new particle that is not easily detected. Violating energy conservation and linear momentum conservation were not the
only problems beta decay had, it also violated conservation of angular momentum. Nuclei of integer spin would apparently produce only an electron with spin- 12 thus making
the net angular momentum appear to be in a half integer quantum state rather than the
required integer state.
In 1930, W. Pauli proposed a solution to solve beta decay kinematics by defining a
new particle, the neutrino, to be spin- 12 , electrically neutral, and able to easily escape
detection. By introducing a second decay product to beta decay, energy conservation
holds true. By making this particle have a

1
2

unit of spin, angular momentum could

be conserved. Now all that had to be done was to develop methods for detecting this
non-interacting particle.
In 1952, some of the first non-beta decay evidence for the neutrino’s existence was seen
in an experiment done by Rodeback and Allen through the process

37

Ar+e− →

37

Cl+νe .

By realizing Pauli’s neutrino properties and energy and angular momentum conservation,
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it could be shown that the recoil energy of the chlorine atom is:
TCl =

Eν2
Q2
∼
= 9.67eV
2mCl
2mCl

(1.1)

where it is assumed that Q ∼ Ev because the chlorine mass is much larger than Q and
that the electron capture happens at rest. By measuring the time of flight of the chlorine
atom in a delayed time coincidence with an Auger electron, a recoil energy of 9.63 ±
0.03 eV was measured which was in good agreement of theoretical predictions [3]. By
assuming the existence of a neutrino in this decay, they were able to accurately measure
the recoil energy of the chlorine atom.
The first direct measurement of the neutrino was done by Cowan and Reines in 1956
using the inverse beta decay reaction ν̄e + p → e+ + n. Following Pauli’s hypothesis
that neutrinos are very weakly interacting, they decided that they would need a very
large neutrino flux and a large detector target. Being physicists at Los Alamos National
Laboratory, they first considered putting their detectors near nuclear weapons tests which
produce an enormous ν̄e flux, but instead settled on a more modest approach of using
the ν̄e flux of a nuclear reactor. Their detector consisted of a large water tank doped
with CdCl2 (for a larger neutrino cross section) surrounded by two liquid scintillator
volumes instrumented with photomultipleir tubes (PMT). Antineutrinos from the reactor
would interact with a proton in the water, which would then produce a neutron and
an antielectron. The antielectron would annihilate producing two 511 keV gamma rays
(Figure 1.1). The neutron would be captured and a few microseconds later would produce
more gamma rays. By measuring this time-delayed double coincidence in both liquid
scintillator volumes, an energy averaged cross section for the reaction was measured to
be σave = 11 ± 2.6 × 10−44 cm2 [4]. Though direct detection of a neutrino was a major
victory for Cowan and Reines and ultimately won them the Nobel Prize in physics in
1995, another breakthrough was their detector design. It paved the way for experiments
like SNO and Super-Kamiokande which led to the discovery of neutrino oscillation and
a non-zero neutrino mass (discussed later).
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Figure 1.1: Detection kinematics for Cowan and Reines direct neutrino detection. Credit: Ref. [5].

1.3

The Weak Interaction

In concert with efforts to detect the neutrino, the theory of how neutrinos interact,
the weak interaction, was also being developed. This theory introduced the concept of
lepton number conservation, which states that the number of leptons and their antiparticles of a certain flavor (e, µ, τ ) must be conserved through all interactions. Weak
interactions are mediated by massive force carrying bosons, the W and Z, which helps
explain why cross sections for the neutrino, as discovered by Cowan and Reines, are so
small. The more massive the force carrier, the shorter range the force is. This can be
understood by considering the Heisenberg uncertainty relation between time and energy
∆E∆t ∼

1
2

and Einstein’s relationship between mass and energy m = E. Note that

natural units have been used (h̄ = c = 1). It can be seen from this relation that massless
force carriers, like the photon, will have infinite range thus much larger interaction cross
sections compared to the massive force carriers, like the W± and Z, which have a finite
range and smaller interaction cross sections. The range of these force carrying particles
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Figure 1.2: (left)Feynman diagram of beta
decay, the W− mediates the decay between
the quarks and the leptons. (right) A quark
elastically scattering off of a lepton by an
exchange of a Z boson

is simplistically understood with a Yukawa potential, ∼

e−mr/r,

where m is the massive

of the force carrying particle. The W± bosons, with mass 80.379 ± 0.012 GeV, are
responsible for charge current interaction in which a charged lepton couples to a neutrino
via the W (Figure 1.2). The Z boson has a slightly larger mass than the W boson at
91.1876±0.0021 GeV and is responsible for creating neutral current interactions in which
leptons can couple to their antimatter counterpart.
As of 1956, the weak interaction had been assumed to conserve parity, the idea that
the world and its mirror image would behave in the same way, which implies that the
laws of physics are invariant under the transformation ~r → −~r. It had been shown
that the strong and electromagnetic forces strictly obey parity conservation, but until
the Wu Experiment in 1957 [6] no one had performed an experiment that tested parity
conservation for the weak interaction. Wu, a Chinese American physicist, was looking at
the beta decay of

60

Co into

60

Ni, which produces two gamma rays as well as an electron

and an antielectron neutrino. The

60

Co was kept at 3 mK and aligned in a uniform

magnetic field. The angular distribution of the gamma rays was compared to that of
the electrons. It was found that the electrons were emitted preferentially in the opposite
direction of the gamma rays which turned out to be the opposite direction of the nucleus
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polarization. If parity conservation held for the weak interaction, the electrons would not
a have a preferred direction. With the results of further experiments looking at muon
decays, it was concluded that (anti)neutrinos are only (right)left handed thus parity
conservation is violated maximally in the weak interaction. This discovery earned her
colleagues Tsung-Dao Lee and Chen-Ning Yang, who proposed the experiment, the 1957
noble prize in physics.

1.4

Massive Neutrino Discovery

By 1960, physicists had developed a coherent model of the neutrino which stated
that it was a massless, electrically neutral, spin- 12 particle, and that it interacted only
through the weak force. In an attempt to understand the proton-proton chain inside the
Sun, validate the Solar model, and study the neutrino interaction model, Ray Davis’s
Homestake Experiment measured the neutrino flux from the Sun. They found a deficit in
the neutrino flux showing that either the Solar model was wrong or the theory of neutrino
physics was not complete [7]. The famous Homestake experiment used a 100,000 gallon
tank of a common dry-cleaning fluid, which was rich in chlorine, and was located 4,850
feet underground in the Homestake mine. Solar neutrinos with an energy greater than
814 keV could be captured by the
νe + 37Cl →

37

Cl in the reaction:

Ar + e−

37

(1.2)

The argon was then periodically flushed from the tank using helium and counted. By
using the neutrino cross sections measured by Cowan and Reines, Davis and Bahcall
calculated a neutrino rate that was about a third the rate predicted by the solar model.
This was dubbed the solar neutrino problem and took about three more decades to be
solved.
To understand the solar neutrino problem, in 1968 Pontecorvo [8] proposed that if
neutrinos had mass, they could change flavors as they traveled from the Sun to Earth.
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Thus an electron neutrino produced in the Sun could oscillate to either a mu or tau
neutrino and not be detectable as an electron neutrino on Earth. Neutrino oscillations
would explain the deficit that the Homestake experiment originally measured.
Neutrino oscillation refers to the mixing of the flavor states (νe , νµ , ντ ) and mass
states(ν1 , ν2 , ν3 ). Neutrinos weakly interact through their flavor state. Each flavor state
is a quantum superposition of the three distinct mass states. The relationship between
the mass and flavor states can be expressed as a unitary transformation:
∗
|να i = Σi Uαi
|νi i ,

(1.3)

|νi i = Σα Uαi |να i

(1.4)

where να is a definite flavor state (e, µ, τ ) and νi is a definite mass state. Uα,i is Pontecorvo
Maki Nakagawa Sakata matrix (PMNS matrix) which can be written as:


U
Ue2 Ue3
 e1



U = Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3 


Uτ 1 Uτ 2 Uτ 3





−iδ
iα1 /2
1
0
0
c
0 s13 e
c
s12 0 e
0
0

  13
  12







= 0 c23 s23   0
1
0  −s12 c12 0  0
eiα2 /2 0 (1.5)





iδ
0 −s23 c23
−s13 e 0
c13
0
0 1
0
0
1



−iδ
iα1 /2
c12 c13
s12 c13
s13 e
e
0
0






= −s12 c23 − c12 s23 s13 eiδ c12 c23 − s12 s23 s13 eiδ
s23 c13   0
eiα2 /2 0



iδ
iδ
s12 s23 − c12 c23 s13 e
−c12 s23 − s12 c23 s13 e
c23 c13
0
0
1
where cij = cos(θij ), and sij = sin(θij ). The phase factors α1 and α2 are the Majorana
phases and are meaningful if the neutrino is identical to its anti-neutrino. These phases
do not affect oscillation and can only be measured through neutrinoless double beta
decay. The phase factor δ is non-zero only if neutrino oscillation violates CP symmetry;
this has not yet been observed experimentally.
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Neutrino oscillation can be understood as a mass eigenstate propagating as a plane
wave:
|νi (t)i = e−i(Ei t−~pi ·~x) |νi (0)i

(1.6)

where Ei is the energy of the ith mass eigenstate, p~i is the momentum of the ith mass
eigenstate, ~x is the position of the neutrino, and t is the total elapsed time since the
creation of the neutrino. In almost all instances, the neutrino’s mass is much smaller
than its total momentum, thus the ultra relativistic limit is taken, pi  mi , and the
energy can be written as:
q
m2
m2
Ei = p2i + m2i ≈ pi + i2 ∼
=E+ i
2pi
2E

(1.7)

where E is the total energy of the neutrino. Thus the mass eigenstate can be approximated as:

−i

|νi (L)i = e

m2
iL
2E



|νi (0)i

(1.8)

where L is the distance traveled in natural units in some time t. From this equation,
one can see that different mass eigenstates oscillate at different rates with larger mass
eigenstates oscillating faster. Because each flavor state is a coherent mixture of three mass
eigenstates and neutrinos propagate in their mass eigenstates, it is possible to create a
neutrino in one flavor state and detect it in another flavor state. If the neutrino was
massless, as the Standard Model of particle physics predicted, then no oscillations would
occur and the flavor and mass states would be identical. Though a massive neutrino
does not necessitate neutrino oscillation. The probability to oscillate from one flavor to
another is:
2

∗
Pα→β = |hνβ (L)|να i|2 = Σi Uαi
Uβi e−imi L/2E

2

(1.9)

where Uαβ is the PMNS matrix mentioned earlier. If we take the two neutrino case, the
oscillation probability simplifies into:


∆m2ij L
2
2
Pα→β,α6=β = sin (2θij ) sin
4E

8

(1.10)
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where ∆m2ij ≡ m2i − m2j is the difference in masses squared between the mass eigenstates.
By measuring neutrino oscillations in a vacuum, it is not possible to determine which
neutrino mass state is the heaviest and which is the lightest. Finally, it is worth noting
that the two neutrino oscillation formalism is a reasonable approximation due to the large
mass difference between mass eigenstates m1 or m2 and m3 and small mass differences
between eigenstates m1 and m2 . More discussion on the neutrino mass hierarchy can be
found later in this chapter.
With a carefully laid out theory of neutrino oscillation, the hunt was on to solve the
solar neutrino problem. Though many experiments helped contribute to the solution, it
is worth highlighting the SNO experiment because of its major contributions and unique
design. SNO consisted of 1000 tonnes of heavy water in an acrylic vessel located 2,100
m (∼6,889 ft) underground at SNOLAB in the Creighton Mine in Ontario Canada. The
vessel was instrumented with over 9,000 photomultiplier tubes that were used to see the
Cherenkov light of electrons produced by solar neutrinos interacting inside the vessel. By
using heavy water, which has an extra neutron, SNO was able to measure solar neutrinos
through three unique interactions (Figure 1.3). The charge current interaction occurs
when a neutrino is absorbed by a neutron in the deuteron and a proton and an electron
are produced. The electron will typically have an energy between 5-15 MeV while the
proton typically cannot be detected because it is produced below the detector energy
threshold. This interaction is only sensitive to electron flavor neutrinos. The neutral
current interaction occurs when a neutrino of any flavor dissociates a deuteron atom
through an exchange of a Z boson and produces a neutron and proton. The neutron
is captured by the heavy water and produces a 6 MeV gamma, while the proton is
again below the detector threshold. The final process is electron elastic scattering in
which a neutrino of any flavor elastically scatters with an electron. This process is
dominated by the electron neutrino because it can exchange a W as well as a Z boson.
The electron produced usually points in the direction that the neutrino is traveling thus
can be separated from the two other processes.
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Figure 1.3: Three fundamental solar neutrino interaction measured
at SNO lab [9]

In 2001, SNO published results stating that the total solar neutrino flux, as measured
in the neutral current reaction, was in good agreement with the Solar Model. Additionally, they found that the electron neutrino flux, as measured in the charge current
reaction, was in good agreement with the Homestake experiment. These results definitively showed that an electron neutrino produced in the Sun can oscillate to either a tau
or muon neutrino as it travels to the Earth. These results also showed that lepton flavor
is not conserved, though lepton number is still conserved.

1.5

Neutrino Oscillations Through Matter

When neutrinos propagate in normal matter (neutrons, protons, and electrons), an
additional interaction contributes to the oscillation. Electron neutrinos can exchange
W bosons with matter which will affect the phase, while all three neutrino flavors can
exchange a Z boson and this does not contribute to phase. Once this is taken into
account, it is found that the matter oscillation depends on the sign of the mass difference
as can be seen in a two-flavor equation of motion for neutrino oscillations:


i





cos 2θ

1

−κ Lvacuum + Lmatter
d  νe 
= 2π 
2θ
dx
να
κ 2Lsin
vacuum

10

2θ
κ 2Lsin
vacuum

0




νe
να


 ,

(1.11)
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where κ = sign(m22 − m21 ) and Lmatter(vacuum) is the distance in natural units traveled through in matter(vacuum). For anti-neutrinos the sign in front of 1/Lmatter is
reversed[10]. Lmatter is effectively the electron density of the matter the neutrino is passing through. This effect is called the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein effect [11]. The
amount of matter needed to determine the sign of oscillations at current sensitivity is
very large. Fortunately for neutrinos produced in the Sun, the Sun itself can be used as a
long baseline. From solar neutrino oscillation experiments, the sign of ∆m212 (∆m2sol ) has
been determined such that m2 > m1 . This discovery allows the neutrino mass hierarchy
to be simplified into two possible schemes. Currently it is not known if ν3 is the lightest or heaviest neutrino. ν3 has the smallest contribution of νe while ν1 has the largest
contribution of νe . In an attempt to mimic the mass hierarchy of the massive leptons
in which the electron is the lightest, the normal neutrino mass hierarchy is defined such
that ν3 is the most massive and the inverted hierarchy is where ν3 is the lightest(1.4).
Understanding the neutrino mass hierarchy is at the center of understanding how the
massive neutrino fits into the Standard Model of particle physics. In order to determine
which neutrino mass hierarchy exists in nature, the sign of ∆m2 23 (∆m213 ), defined as
∆m2atm , for the normal(inverted) hierarchy must be determined. There are several ways
to determine the sign of ∆m2atm , most of which involve measuring the disappearance of
muon neutrinos as they travel through matter. Muon neutrinos make up a large fraction
of the third neutrino mass eigenstate, thus provide a much better probe than electron
neutrinos. Unlike electron neutrinos, most muon neutrinos are produced near Earth from
cosmic rays or using particle accelerators, thus the Sun can not be used as a baseline for
these matter oscillations.

1.5.1

Neutrino Beams from Accelerators

Neutrino accelerator experiments are able to create beams of muon neutrinos by accelerating protons into a solid target which then creates a cascade of secondary charged
pions and kaons. Tunable focusing magnets are used to select either particle or antipar-
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Figure 1.4: Inverted and normal neutrino mass hierarchy. Credit:
Ref. [10].

ticle. These secondary particles then decay into muons and muon neutrinos. The muons
are filtered out using a thick absorber. By having a near and far detector, neutrino
accelerator experiments are able to measure the flux of neutrinos at their source and
at some distance after they have gone through matter oscillations. By measuring the
oscillation probability as a function of oscillation distance and neutrino energy, one can
determine what neutrino mass hierarchy nature has chosen (Figure 1.5) and ultimately
∆m2atm . Though accelerator based neutrino sources can provide a collimated pulsed beam
of neutrinos, it is very challenging to build detectors at long enough scanning distances
needed to fully probe the neutrino mass hierarchy. Detectors usually look for chargedcurrent interactions with nucleons or nuclei by using water Cherenkov detectors, liquid
scintillators, magnetized iron plus scintillator, or liquid argon time projection chambers.
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DUNE is the largest next generation accelerator neutrino experiment which will detect
neutrino oscillations over a 1,300 km baseline. The energy of the neutrino beam has been
tuned to have an L/E of 520 km/GeV [12]. It will employ a 68 kiloton volume of liquid
argon in a time projection chamber. When a neutrino interacts with the liquid argon,
ionization electrons and argon dimers are produced. The electrons are drifted using a
high voltage electric field where they are read-out in either liquid or through the gas
phase where electronic are accelerated through the gas creating electron luminescence.
The drifted electrons allow for the neutrino track to be reconstructed in two dimensions.
The argon dimers quickly relax and produce scintillation light giving the initial trigger
time of the track. The drift time is known, thus by using the trigger time from the
scintillation light, the third dimension can be found. Besides being an incredible feat of
engineering, DUNE will be sensitive to CP phase, ∆m2atm , and θ23 [12].

1.5.2

Atmospheric Neutrinos

Atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments take advantage of neutrinos generated
from cosmic rays impinging on Earth’s atmosphere. Cosmic rays, which are usually protons, create a shower of kaons and pions which then decay to muons and muon neutrinos
in a similar manner to accelerator experiments. The muons then can decay to electrons
and electron neutrinos. By measuring the flux of muon neutrinos and electron neutrinos as a function of zenith angle relative to the Earth’s surface, these experiments can
measure different baseline lengths as the neutrinos pass through Earth. Typically these
experiments cannot distinguish between particle and antiparticle, though they do have
different cross sections which can be used to disentangle the two. In a similar manner to
accelerator experiments, the neutrino flux as a function of zenith angle depends the mass
hierarchy. Hyper Kamiokande[13], the successor to Super Kamiokande, will consist of two
identical water-Cherenkov detectors of total 520 kilo-tonnes with the first one located in
Japan and the second one possibly in Korea. Relativistic charged particles, produced
via neutrino interactions, create Cherenkov radiation that points back to the track of the
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Figure 1.5: Muon neutrino to electron neutrino appearance probabilities top normal, inverted bottom, left neutrino, right antineutrino. DUNE has tuned the energy of the neutrino beam to
have an L/E of 520 km/GeV. Credit: Ref. [10].

charged particle. This light is detected using high efficiency PMTs instrumented on the
sides of the water tanks. The parent track’s energy and momentum can be reconstructed
by measuring the spatial and timing distributions of the Cherenkov photons. Additionally, the Cherenkov photon’s distribution can be used to discriminate between electrons
produced from electron neutrinos and muons produced from muon neutrinos.

1.5.3

Reactor Neutrinos

Reactor neutrino experiments are the final type of Earth based experiment trying to
directly determine the neutrino mass hierarchy. Reactor neutrino experiments produce
almost solely antielectron neutrinos at a rate of 2 × 1020 per 1 gigawatt of thermal power.
Unlike the previous two methods for determining the neutrino mass hierarchy mentioned
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above, reactor experiments explore the small difference (∆m221 ) between ∆m231 and ∆m232
in the three-flavor neutrino framework with neutrino and anti-neutrino disappearance.
By measuring the disappearance of the electron antineutrino as a function of energy and
baseline, the neutrino mass hierarchy can be determined. The electron neutrino has a
very small fraction of the third neutrino mass eigenstate. In order to be competitive
with the other two types of oscillation experiments, a very excellent energy resolution is
required (better than ∼2% for ∆E/E). The primary method of detection for electron
antineutrinos is through inverse beta decay in much the same way as Cowan and Reines
did as discussed above.

1.6
1.6.1

Absolute Neutrino Mass Measurements
Beta Decay Endpoint Experiments

Through oscillation experiments, the mass hierarchy can be determined, but because
these experiments deal with mass squared differences, an absolute mass scale cannot be
determined. The KATRIN experiment, in paying homage to the first neutrino experiments involving beta decay, is measuring the end point energy of tritium beta decay into
helium 3. By selecting electrons emitted in the decay with energy close to the Q value
using a magnetic field and guiding them towards a calorimeter, a collimated high luminosity beam of electrons is created. The energy is then measured using a high precision
calorimeter. By measuring the electron’s energy spectrum and calculating the deviation
from the Q value end point, an effective electron neutrino mass can be measured, where
the effective electron neutrino mass is defined as:
q
mνe = |Ue1 |2 m21 + |Ue2 |2 m22 + |Ue3 |2 m23

(1.12)

If an effective electron neutrino mass of ∼ 0.05 eV or less is measured, a normal neutrino
mass hierarchy is expected. Currently, four weeks of data have been published and a
upper limit of 1.1 eV on the absolute neutrino mass scale has been set with a 90%
confidence level [14].
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1.6.2

Cosmological Constraints

Cosmology plays a significant role in understanding the neutrino. In the early universe, neutrinos were produced in abundance through frequent weak interactions and
there number density was held in equilibrium. As the universe cooled, the weak interaction rate fell below the expansion rate of the universe and thus neutrinos decoupled
from baryon matter [15]. These first neutrinos, called the Cosmic Neutrino Background
(CνB), are estimated to have a current temperature of about 1.95 K and most likely will
not be detected in the near future because of their very small kinetic energy. Neutrinos
contribute to the total radiation density prior to decoupling from matter and thus contribute to the time and scale of the evolution of the universe. This effect can be measured
mainly by measuring the first peak’s amplitude in the angular power spectrum as well
as the position of the other peaks (Figure 1.6). The sum of the total neutrino masses
can be calculated from the neutrino’s contribution to the total radiation density, thus
these CMB measurements can put a constraint on the sum of the total neutrino masses.
P
Current limits are set for the sum of neutrino mass i νi ≥ 0.12 eV [16].
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Figure 1.6: Angular power spectrum of CMB temperature fluctuations, where the different colored marks are different data sets
[17].

1.7

Neutrino Mass Mechanism

This discussion so far has prompted the necessity of studying neutrinos via experimental and theoretical methods. In order to understand the neutrino completely, the
mechanism for which this particle gains its mass must be explored. Standard model
fermions, like electrons, can be described as a mixture of four chiral fields, a left and
right field for the particle and antiparticle. Naively, the left and right fields should not
be able to mix because the weak interaction is a left handed interaction. The Higgs
mechanism breaks this symmetry with the so-called electro-weak symmetry breaking by
coupling these chiral fields. This interaction gives mass to the Standard Model fermions.
Only left handed neutrinos have been observed, thus neutrinos are massless according to
the Standard Model. Chiral states become helicity states in the massless limit. Clearly
some additional physics needs to be considered to reconcile the massiveness of the neutrino with standard model predictions.
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The simplest extension of the Standard Model which would allow the neutrino to
have mass would be to introduce a new right handed Dirac neutrino field and allow
for the neutrino to acquire mass in the same manner Standard Model charged leptons
do. Standard Model fermions gain mass through a Yukawa coupling to the vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs field as such:
−fq hφ0 i (qL0 )qR0 + Higher Order Terms

(1.13)

where q 0 is the quark field, hφ0 i is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, and fq is the
standard model coupling. The quark mass is identified as −fq hφ0 i. The Dirac mass term
for the new right handed neutrino field can be written in a similar fashion:
−fν hφ0 i (νL0 )νR0 + Higher Order Terms

(1.14)

thus the mass of the neutrino, mν is −fν hφ0 i. The mass of the neutrino is estimated
to be at most 0.01 eV while the Higgs vacuum expectation value is measured to be 174
GeV. This would imply that the standard model coupling constant to be of order 10−13 .
From a physicist’s perspective, this coupling constant seems unnaturally small compared
to other Standard Model coupling constants making this solution seem unnatural. On
the other hand, nature could have chosen it to be this small because there is no physical
constraint on the size of this constant.
By introducing a new right handed neutrino field, the Standard Model allows for
Majorana mass terms to be considered for a massive neutrino field. This is not allowed
for charged leptons because the Majorana mass terms would change particles into antiparticles and thus violate charge conservation. If a Lagrangian, Lmν , is considered in
which both standard model Dirac neutrinos and new right handed Majorana neutrino
terms are present, the following is obtained:
Lmν = −mD (νR0 )νL0 −

mR 0 c 0
(ν ) ν + Higher Order Terms
2 R R

(1.15)

where mD is the Dirac mass term of the underlying field and mR is the Majorana mass
term from the new right handed neutrino. The super script c indicated charge conjugate.
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Equation 1.15 can be written in matrix form as:





0
m
ν
1
D
  L  + Higher Order Terms
Lmν = − (νL0 )c , νR0 
c
2
mD mR
(ν 0 )

(1.16)

R

c

where the identity (νL0 )c mD (νR0 ) = (νR0 )mD (νL0 ) was used [18]. The Dirac terms are the
off diagonal elements of the 2x2 matrix and allow the neutrino to couple to Standard
Model interacts, while the diagonal elements are the Majorana terms and allow the
Standard Model neutrino to couple to new physics in order to obtain mass. By identifying
the 2x2 matrix in Equation 1.16 as the neutrino mass matrix, it can then be diagonalized
to obtain the following mass state eigenvalues:
 2

mD
−
+
(m , m ) =
, mR
mR

(1.17)

By assuming that mD exists in the mass range of most other fermions, 0.1 GeV to
100 GeV and that mR exists at much larger mass ranges 1015 GeV, a light left handed
Majorana neutrino with masses in the range of 1-100 meV is realized as the m− term.
Additionally, this mechanism generates a second right handed Majorana neutrino that
is incredibly heavy, thus explaining why it has not yet been discovered (m+ term). This
neutrino mass generator is called a seesaw mechanism because the more massive the right
handed neutrino gets, the lighter the left handed neutrino becomes.
At first glance, it may seem dubious to assume the existence of a new particle in
order to explain the mass of the neutrino. With some thought, one quickly realize that
the Standard Model of particle physics does not adequately explain the neutrino, thus
the most natural way of obtaining mass is to introduce a new particle. It is also quite
convenient because this new massive right handed neutrino would exist at an energy scale
that is most likely unobtainable by humans, let alone physicists. The other assumption
made in generating the neutrino mass is that the neutrino is Majorana, i.e. they are their
own antiparticle. This fortunately can be discerned by searching for neutrinoless double
beta decay.
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1.8

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

In order to understand neutrinoless double beta decay, one must first understand
two neutrino double beta decay. Double beta decay is a second order weak process
allowed in the Standard Model in which two neutrons in an atom are converted into two
protons in the same reaction producing two electrons and two antielectron neutrinos. This
process occurs in atoms in which single beta decay is energetically forbidden through the
kinematics:
(A, Z) → (A, Z + 2) + 2e− + 2ν̄e + Qββ

(1.18)

where Qββ is the total released energy of the decay. The first direct experimental evidence
of two neutrino double beta decay was in 1987 by Elliott et. al. [19] in which a time
projection chamber was used to kinematically reconstruct the two electron spectrum from
82

Se double beta decays. As of the time of writing of this thesis, two neutrino double

beta decay has been observed in at least 10 different isotopes [20]. Though the half-life
varies from isotope to isotope, they are in the range of 1019 − 1021 years [21].
Neutrinoless double beta decay is proposed to occur in a similar fashion except no
neutrinos are emitted. Many mechanisms have been proposed [22], not all of which require a Majorana neutrino, but the leading candidate is that a virtual light neutrino is
exchanged between two neutrons. In this case, the neutrino would have to be Majorana.
Regardless of the decay mechanism, no leptons exist in the initial state and two exist
in the final state thus violating lepton number conservation thus an observation of this
decay would provide model independent evidence for lepton number violation. Additionally matter/antimatter symmetry will be broken because no anti-neutrinos are emitted,
which may help explain why the universe is matter dominated. Lepton number violation
(∆L 6= 0) is a natural consequence for most particle theories that extend the Standard
Model because lepton number conservation in the Standard Model is an accidental global
symmetry. Typically these models introduce a ∆L = 2 violation which manifests as a
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new massive Majorana neutrino (i.e. the Seesaw Mechanism).
If the decay is mediated by a virtual neutrino, then the half-life for the decay is given
by:
0ν
T1/2

0ν

= G (Q, Z) M

0ν 2



hmββ i
me

2
(1.19)

where G0ν is the lepton phase-space integral, which depends on the Q-value of the decay
and on the charge of the final state nucleus, M0ν is the nuclear matrix element (NME)
describing all the nuclear structure effects, me is the electron mass, and mββ is the
effective Majorana mass. In the above equation (1.19), the effective Majorana mass is
the least constrained quantity (though the NME is a close second). It is defined as:
2
2 iα1
2 iα2
2
hmββ i = Σj mj Uej
= Ue1
e m1 + Ue2
e2 m2 + Ue3
m3

(1.20)

where m1 , m2 and m3 are the neutrino mass eigenvalues, Ue1 , Ue2 and Ue3 are parameters of the PMNS-matrix describing neutrino oscillations, and α1 and α2 are the two
Majorana phases. Oscillation experiments are working on putting precision bounds on
the mass squared differences and the PMNS mixing angles, though these experiments
are insensitive to the Majorana phases. Using these bounds, the Majorana mass can be
plotted against the minimum neutrino mass for the inverted and normal hierarchies (Figure 1.7). By considering the range of the effective Majorana mass for inverted hierarchy,
the predicted half-life for neutrinoless double beta decay is 1026 − 1028 years while the
half-life for the normal hierarchy is predicted to be ∼ 1028 years or longer.
Current global neutrino oscillation fits favor the normal hierarchy by more than 3σ.
Naively, one looks at the normal hierarchy in Figure 1.7 and quickly concludes that the
minimum neutrino mass must be tiny relative to the Majorana mass. By performing a
Bayesian study of the Majorana mass using oscillation and cosmological data in order
to estimate the discovery potential of near future neutrinoless double beta decay experiments, it has been found that there is roughly a 50% chance of discovery if the neutrino
exists in the normal hierarchy and about ∼ 100 % chance of discovery if it exists in
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Figure 1.7: The effective Majorana mass plotted against the minimum neutrino mass. The inverted (normal) mass hierarchy bands
are labeled in red as IH(NH). The uncertainty in the mixing angles and mass squared differences are represented by the different
colored bands.Credit: Ref. [23].

the inverted hierarchy. Thus, even though the minimum neutrino mass can extend to
zero, there is plenty of phase space for discovery potential. A summary of the “Bayesian
discovery probability” for future neutrinoless double beta decay experiments can be seen
in Figure 1.8. The width of the bands is mainly determined from the uncertainty in the
nuclear matrix element (discussed below).
Neutrinoless double beta decay is also a very challenging theoretical problem, especially with respect to calculating the nuclear matrix element (equation 1.19). In Figure
1.9, the predicted nuclear matrix elements for various isotopes using different models can
be seen. The various predictions for

76

Ge can vary by as much as a factor of 3. The
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Figure 1.8: Bayesian discovery probability for future neutrinoless double beta decay
experiments (CUPID, KamLAND-Zen, LEGEND, nEXO, NEXT, PANDA-X, SNO+)
as function of running time. The upper (lower) plots are for the normal (inverted)
ordering. Credit: [24].

fundamental difficulties with these types of calculations are that one has to transition a
lepton-quark Lagrangian to a lepton-nucleon Lagrangain and know the initial and final
state nuclear wave function. These problems have no exact solution and methods to solve
them problem involve assumptions that smooth over certain features of the decay. The
uncertainty from these assumptions is difficult to quantify and thus determining which
model should be most relied on is impossible. If the community can converge on a value
for the NME, the uncertainties on predicted half lives will greatly diminish.
An ideal neutrinoless double beta decay experiment will always have an irreducible
background of the two neutrino double beta decay spectrum. Thus, an ideal experiment
must have the ability to reliably separate the two electrons emitted from the irreducible
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Figure 1.9: Nuclear Matrix element calculations for neutrinoless
double beta decay using various model for various isotopes. Credit:
Ref. [20].

background of the two neutrino spectrum from the neutrinoless spectrum. This is typically done by precisely measuring the sum energy of the two electrons. An ideal neutrinoless double beta signal would look like a sharp energy peak at the end of the two
neutrino electron spectrum. The ratio of zero neutrino signal to two neutrino background
is:
S
∝
B



Qββ
∆E

6

T12ν
/2

(1.21)

T10ν
/2

where ∆E is the energy resolution of the detector, T12ν
/2 is the two neutrino half life, and
T10ν
/2 is the zero neutrino half life [25]. Thus a detector with excellent energy resolution
is the best approach when resolving this peak from the tail of the continuum. The
neutrinoless two electron peak would be many orders of magnitude smaller than the
two electron continuous spectrum due to the large difference in half lives. In order to
be sensitive to this small half-life, either the experiment needs to run for many years
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(∼100s yrs) or have a very large mass of double beta decaying material (1-100 tonnes).
Nuclear decays from the thorium and uranium chains, such as gammas from

208

Tl (2.615

MeV), are one of the most troubling backgrounds. Thus by choosing an isotope with
a Qββ above these nuclear processes, these backgrounds can be ignored. The current
most competitive experiments attempt to optimize by have either large mass or excellent
energy resolution and typically try to chose materials that have low concentrations of
Uranium and Thorium.
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There has been a global effort by many different collaborations to measure neutrinoless
double beta decay using xenon, tellurium, cadmium, or germanium as both a source
and a detector for double beta decay [26]. Of these, germanium offers the best energy
resolution with a peak resolution uncertainty (σF W HM /E) of 0.12% in the region of
interest. Techniques have been developed to enrich germanium with

76

Ge, the double-

beta decay isotope which has a natural abundance of about 7%, to levels of ∼88% enriched
material. The standard two neutrino double-beta decay,

76

Ge →

76

Se, has a half-life of

1.926 ± 0.094 × 1021 years. This together with the current lower bound on the half-life
of the neutrinoless double beta decay of 1.07 × 1026 years (90% CL) [27], requires that
future experiments deploy a large amount of

76

Ge for discovery. With this goal in mind,

the world's leading germanium collaborations combined effort and resources to form the
LEGEND collaboration in October 2016 [28]. A staged approach is being proposed in
which a phase-I 200 kg

76

Ge detector array will be instrumented, followed by a phase-II

at a tonne scale. The major goal of LEGEND is to combine the experimental success
of the Majorana collaboration [29] and the Gerda collaboration [30]. The LEGEND
collaboration will probe half-lives of order 1027 years in phase 1 (LEGEND-200) and
1028 years in phase 2 (LEGEND-1000) with the goal of having a 50% chance of a 3σ
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Figure 2.1: Discovery Sensitivity for LEGEND. The red arrows
(left to right) on the x axis are the exposure for Gerda and Majorana and a planned exposure for LEGEND-200 and LEGEND1000. The red arrows on the vertical axis are the corresponding
lifetimes for the past/planned background rates. The errors are
dominated by the uncertainty of the nuclear matrix element calculations. Credit: Ref. [31].

discovery of the 0νββ decay. In order to claim discovery, LEGEND will be operating in
a “background free” environment, meaning less than 1 background event is expected in
the region of interest over the duration of the experiment. To achieve this, a background
index goal of 0.6 cts/(σF W HM tonne year) is required for LEGEND-200 and less than
0.1 cts/(σF W HM tonne year) for LEGEND-1000 (Figure 2.1). These units of background
rate are chosen to allow the excellent energy resolution of the germanium to be folded
into the background index.
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2.1

Germanium Diodes, A 0νββ Detector

Germanium is an ideal detector for neutrinoless double beta decay for a number of
reasons. It is both the source and detector thus a minimal amount of material can be
employed and simpler design can used. Germanium is capable of high enrichment ratios
for the two neutrino isotope ( 76Ge) allowing for longer exposures with less detectors.
The crystals can be zone refined to create very pure detector materials with impurity
concentrations less than 1 part per trillion. The unique electric fields allow for effective
pulse shape discrimination which can separate the 0νββ signal from background. Finally,
germanium detectors arguably have the best energy resolution of any current technology
operating in this energy range.
The general principle of operating a germanium detector as a particle detector is
simple. Through the right choice of p-type and n-type materials, a germanium crystal is
made into a diode. If enough voltage is applied in the reverse bias direction, all free charge
in the crystal is depleted. Radiation interacting in the detector creates new electron-hole
pairs in the depleted region. This charge is then drifted using a strong electric field to
the p/n regions and read-out out using a charge sensitive device.
Germanium detectors operated in LEGEND are P-type point contact (PPC) detectors
which were developed to maintain a low detector capacitance in a relatively large-volume
design [32]. Low capacitance is needed to reduce electronic noise seen in signals and
greatly helps with pulse shape analysis performance. A standard PPC detector cross
section drawing can be seen in Figure 2.2 along with three other germanium cross sections
that will be used in LEGEND. The P-N junction is created by having a small p+ contact
region that is usually doped with boron and an n+ layer doped with lithium. A passivated
region is created between the two regions to reduce surface current flow. Through the
process of zone refinement [33], the contaminants in the crystal can be reduced down
to a concentration less than one part per trillion. Very pure crystals allow for excellent
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Figure 2.2: Cross Section Drawing of four out of the five germanium detectors that will
be used in LEGEND-200. ICPC cross sections are not shown. The surfaces are the p+
contact while the green surfaces are the n+ contact. Credit: Ref. [34].

energy resolution and low intrinsic backgrounds.
Germanium gets its excellent energy resolution from the small amount of energy
(∼ 3 eV) required to create an electron-hole pair. When ionizing radiation interacts
in germanium, many electron-hole pairs are freed creating a “cloud” of charge. These
charges are drifted through a nonuniform electric field and most are read out at the p+
contact. Compare this to liquid noble gas detectors which have a ionization threshold of
between 10 and 20 eV [35] and light collect efficiency between 1-10% of the total light
due to geometrical and detector effects.
Germanium PPC detectors have the ability to discriminate between events that deposit energy in one local region versus several local regions. This is very useful in distinguishing between 0νββ decays and background because 0νββ decays only deposit energy
in a single local region while backgrounds like gammas will likely scatter multiple time in
a detector. The black lines in Figure 2.3 are lines of equal drift time for charge reaching
the point contact. Background events that deposit energy through multiple scatters in a
detector will be read out as several distinct current pulses separated in time while single
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Figure 2.3: Cross section of a PPC germanium detector. The black
lines represent lines equal drift time.Credit: Ref. [36].

energy depositions will be measured as a single current pulse. PPC geometries allow for
long enough drift times to make this separation possible. Pulse shape discrimination will
be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

2.2

Past Germanium Experiments

The first search for neutrinoless double beta in Ge76 was performed by the HeidelbergMoscow experiment from 1990 to 2000 [37]. Five enriched detectors were operated, at
86% enrichment, to achieve an total 0νββ exposure of 35.5 kg·years. A lower limit on
the zero neutrino half-life was measured to be 1.9 × 1025 years at a 90% confidence level1 .
The Gerda experiment is the successor to the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment and
inherited the five detector used in the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment. Gerda operated
their germanium detectors in liquid argon rather than in vacuum. The liquid argon
provides cooling of the germanium array, passive shielding, and active veto shielding
against backgrounds (discussed in the following sections). The liquid argon shielding
was one of the key innovations that allowed for Gerda to achieve the best 0νββ half1A

subset of the collaboration claimed to have discovered neutrinoless double beta decay
though the claim was rebuked by many, including the rest of the collaboration.
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Figure 2.4: Energy Spectrum seen in Gerda. Each spectrum (white, red, and grey)
represents a different set of cuts. Credit: [38].

life of 8.0 × 1025 years at a 90% confidence level with a background index of 1.0+0.6
−0.4
cts/(keV·tonne·yr) [38]. It is expect that a lower limit of 1.0 × 1026 will be achieve by
the end of 2020. Gerda’s energy spectrum can be seen in figure 2.4. By shielding the
detectors in liquid argon, two new background were introduced, Ar42 and Ar39 which
removed the possibility for any low energy peak search to be performed. The effects of
these backgrounds are discussed later in this chapter.
The Majorana Demonstrator is the US based Ge76 experiment that has been operating
at the same time as Gerda. They have measured a 0νββ half-life lower of 4.8 × 1025 years
at a 90% confidence level with a background index of 4.0+3.1
−2.5 cts/(FWHM·tonne·yr) [39].
Though the better limit for 0νββ decay has been set by Gerda, the lack of liquid argon
allows for a very low energy threshold to be achieved (∼ 5keV ) 2.5. With this low energy
threshold new limits on bosonic dark matter, solar axions, Pauli exclusion principle
violation, and electron decay have been set [40]. One of the hopes of the LEGEND
experiment is that such low energy searches can still be performed despite the presence
of liquid argon.
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Figure 2.5: Low Energy Spectrum seen in the Majorana Demonstrator. The blue spectrum is from the natural detectors (not enriched in Ge76 ) and the red spectrum is from
the enriched detectors. Cosmogenic isotopes in the natural detectors produce peaks at
10.36 (Ge68 ), 8.9 (Zn65 ), and 6.5 keV (Fe55 ) on top of a tritium beta decay continuum.
Credit: [39].

2.3

LEGEND-200

LEGEND-200 will be located in the existing infrastructure of the Gerda experiment at
Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy with a depth of 3000 mwe and will
have an expected exposure of 1 tonne year and a run time of 5 years. Fourteen strings,
each containing approximately 10 germanium detectors, for a total of ∼200 kg of enriched
material, will be instrumented in 64 m3 of liquid argon (Figure 2.6). Each detector string
is surrounded with a nylon mini-shroud that is coated with a wavelength shifting material
called tetraphenyl butadiene (TPB)[41]. The shroud also acts as a barrier to

K− ions

42

that can drift through the LAr due to the positive electric fields applied to the germanium
detectors.

K− ions can plate out on the germanium detectors and are one of the main

42

backgrounds for the experiment. The liquid argon is instrumented with TPB coated
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optical fibers coupled to silicon photomultipliers in order to detect the scintillation light
from the liquid argon. Surrounding the whole array is a copper shroud that has Tetratex
[42], a PTFE membrane, coated with TPB on inner surface. This shroud is cylindrical
with an open top and acts as a reflector/wavelength shifter for the argon scintillation light
and also limits the total volume of liquid argon exposed to the germanium in an attempt
to reduce the number of radon atoms that will drift in the liquid and plate out on the
detectors. The liquid argon cryostat is surrounded by a water tank that acts to mediate
external radiation and is instrumented with PMTs to be used as a coincidence veto for
cosmic muons. The experiment is located at a depth of 3400 metres water equivalent in
order to shield the experiment from cosmic rays.
In order to reach the desired background goals of LEGEND-200, three main backgrounds (degraded α events, 42K decays, and

214

Bi/ 208Tl decays) need to be reduced by

at least a factor of 6 when compared to the background index of Gerda and Majorana.
42

K is created through a beta decay of

argon with a half life of 32.9 years.

42

Ar, which is a naturally occurring isotope of

42

K is produced with non-zero electric charge, thus

it will drift in the presence of the electric fields used to bias the germanium diodes and
possibly plate out on their surfaces.

42

K quickly beta decays to

42

Ca with a half-life of

12.35 hours and a Q-value of 3.525 MeV. This beta can deposit energy in the 0νββ region of interest. Alpha particles are typically not a problem because they are attenuated
sufficiently regardless of where they are produced. They become an issue when they are
able to penetrate the passivated region of the germanium detector and deposit energy

inside the diode. 214Bi 208Tl is a daughter of the Uranium(Thorium) decay chain and
has a Q-value of 3.272(5.001) MeV. The long half lives of this chain lead to trace amounts
of the chain found in many materials. Figure 2.7 summaries the expected background
contributions. It is expected that the silicon plates will be replaced by PEN [43], a scintillating plastic, which should allow any background events coming from the plate to be
seen in the active veto. If PEN replaces the silicon plates, then no background will be
expected from this component. To achieve this factor of six reduction, the collaboration
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Figure 2.6: Concept drawing of LEGEND-200. In the center of the blue cryostat, shown
in yellow, are the germanium detectors, while the fiber array is shown in green. The
copper liquid nitrogen heat exchanger can be seen at the neck of the cryostat. The water
tank is not shown in this drawing. Credit: Ref.[31].

is pursuing the following:

• Lower mass components, such as connectors and cables, will be used to reduce the
amount of radio-impurities.
• Improving the light collection from the liquid argon veto by a factor of two or more
will allow a similar rejection factor for

42

K– ,

214

Bi, and

208

Tl events

• Electronic noise will be reduced so that energy resolution and pulse shape discrimination will improve
• The mass per detector will increase twofold, thus the relative amount of radioac-
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Figure 2.7: Expected background contributions to from all source
for LEGEND-200. The silicon plates are expected to be replaced by
PEN and thus contribute a negligible amount to the background.
Credit: Ref. [31].

tivity from the cables, supports, ect., will be reduced.

2.4

LEGEND-1000

LEGEND-1000 will operate 1000 kg of enriched germanium for 10 years with an
exposure of 10 tonne years. A modular approach will be taken such that four 250 kg
LEGEND-200 payloads will be instrumented over the course of several years. This modular approach allows for uninterrupted data taking as the experiment scales up to full
size. Each module will be instrumented in a thin copper cylinder inside the main cryostat
in order to separate the inner and outer liquid argon volumes and prevent radon drifting
through the liquid (Fig 2.8). LEGEND-1000 background reduction scheme will build on
the successes of LEGEND-200 and also rely on new novel R&D to reach the ×5 decrease
in the background index. These efforts include:
• The estimated mass of each detector will increase by another factor of two.
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• LEGEND-1000 hopes to acquire depleted argon that contains no
42

K. This argon is taken from deep underground, where

42

Ar, thus no

42

Ar cannot be produced

cosmogenicly.
• Replacing detector components with active materials like PEN, a scintillating plastic.
• Improving liquid argon light yield by doping the argon with small concentrations
of xenon.
• Exploring alternative active veto light collection schemes (i.e. SiPM arrays instrumented far from the germanium arrays).
• Moving to a deeper lab to reduce the muon induced backgrounds.

2.5

Signal and Background Separation Techniques

In order to operate in a “background free” environment, the Majorana and Gerda
collaborations have spent significant time developing background tagging methods for
optimal background rejection. 0νββ electrons will deposit all of their energy in a small
region inside the germanium detector and appear as a single site event inside a single
detector. Each reducible background has a different characteristics than the 0νββ signal.
Figure 2.9 is a schematic drawing of all the types of expected backgrounds and their
signatures.
External backgrounds include cosmic muons and radioactive decays from the rock
surrounding the experiment. Events originating from the rock, like gammas and spontaneous fission neutrons, are attenuated by the water and argon shields. Low Z material
like the water shield help stop spallation neutrons that might have been generated by
cosmic muons interacting in the rock. Cosmic muons are not significantly attenuated
by either of these shielding options. In order to veto these events, the water shielding
is instrumented with PMTs to detect the Cherenkov radiation emitted as the muons
traverse the water. If a Cherenkov radiation is detected in coincidence with an event in
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Figure 2.8: Concept drawing of LEGEND-1000. Four “LEGEND-200” modules holding
about 250 kg of enriched germanium are inserted into a large liquid argon cryostat. Each
module will have depleted argon. The cryostat will be surrounded in a water tank (not
shown). Credit: Ref. [28].

a germanium detector, that event is tagged as a muon and vetoed.
Events that occur inside the cryostat are most likely from 214Bi and 208Tl decays in the
detector components like cables, fiber optics, detector mounts, or

42

K which is uniformly

distributed in the liquid argon. Gammas from these decays can travel through the liquid
argon and deposit energy inside the germanium detectors. If the gamma deposits energy
via a Compton scatter inside the liquid argon, scintillation light is produced. If any
scintillation light is detected in coincidence with an event seen in the germanium, it is
vetoed. A 2.615 MeV gamma (from

208

Tl) has an attenuation length of ∼ 200 mm in
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Figure 2.9: Different Background Rejection techniques used in
LEGEND. The solid red line represents a cosmic muons, the blue
lines is a gamma in double coincidence with two germanium detectors, the purple lines are events that can be discriminated against
using pulse shape analysis, and the orange line is the neutrinoless
double beta decay signal.

LAr, thus

214

Bi and

208

Tl decays that occur on the cryostat steel surface are effectively

attenuated by the time they reach a detector and will produce a detectable amount of
scintillation light. Gammas that orginate on or near the surface of a germanium detector
have a lower chance of depositing enough energy in the LAr to produce a detectable
signal, thus have a lower chance of being vetoed The LAr veto can also be triggered on
cosmic muons and can be used to tag them as they pass through the detector.
There are several different event topologies that only deposit energy inside the germanium detector. For gammas that scatter in two different detectors, but do not deposit
enough energy in the LAr to produce a detectable amount of scintillation light, an anticoincidence veto between detectors is effective at removing these events. The real power
of germanium comes from its ability to discriminate between multiple energy deposi-
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Figure 2.10: (a) Charge versus time for a single site event (b)
Charge versus time for a multisite event (c) Current versus time
for a single site event (d) current versus time for a multisite event.
Credit: [44]

tion (multi-site) events, surface events, and single energy depositions (single site) events.
Gammas that only interact in one detector are likely to scatter multiple times inside
the detector, while events like double beta decay deposit energy in one localized spot.
Multi-site event current distributions are multi-peaked while single site events are single
peaked (fig 2.10 C,D), thus allowing multi site events to be rejected. Surface alphas on
the passivated surface create charge distributions that are single peaked but have a long
tail component that comes from the charge diffusing through the passivated surface (fig
2.11). In general, most alphas will be stopped by the dead-layer of the germanium.
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Figure 2.11: (left) Several waveforms seen in germanium. Blue
waveforms are from alphas inpinging on the passivated surface
(right) zoom in on the tail of the waveforms to demonstrate the
difference in shape. Credit [45]
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3.1

Liquid Noble Gas Detectors

Liquid noble gas detectors (LNGD) are widely used in many different particle physics
applications, including dark matter, gamma spectroscopy, neutrino tracking, and neutrinoless double beta decay. When radiation interacts in these detectors, they produce
scintillation light in the vacuum ultra violet (VUV) wavelengths (Figure 3.1) and ionization electrons. Two energy deposition processes allow these detectors to achieve energy
resolution of a few percent and full three-dimensional track reconstruction. Of the six noble gases, xenon and argon are most commonly used and will be the focus of this section.
Additionally, two phase detectors in which scintillation photons and ionization electrons
detected will not be covered. For a comprehensive analysis of two phase LNGDs, please
see [46] and all references within.
Argon and xenon monolithic detectors are preferable over other LNGD due to the large
scintillation yields, longer scintillation wavelengths, and fast scintillation time constants,
though helium and neon have also been considered [35]. LNGD are inherently inert due to
the outer shell of the valence electrons being full thus allowing LNGD to be easily purified.
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Figure 3.1: Scintillation spectrum for all liquid noble gases, excluding radon. Dotted lines represent opacity for several window
materials used to observed this light. Credit: [48]

Due to their reasonable natural abundance in Earth’s atmosphere, it is relatively cheap
to build large detector volumes when compared to detector made from metals, like silicon
or germanium. At the current sensitivity of most LNGD experiments, the backgrounds
scale according to surface area of the experiment rather than volume. Additionally, large
monolithic detectors allow for simple fiducialization of inner volumes, thus creating “zero
background” regions in the inner volume (away from the walls of the detector) which
are useful for rare searches like neutrinoless double beta decay [47]. Admittedly though,
fiducialized inner volumes are shielded by expensive enriched materials. Finally, LNGD
provide excellent passive and active shield against external backgrounds for detectors
instrumented inside the liquid volume as in LEGEND[28].

3.2

Argon and Xenon Scintillation

When ionizing radiation interacts with a noble gas, dimers form which, when relaxing
back to the ground state produce scintillation light. Scintillation light is emitted through
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1 +
the transition from one of the two lowest electronic excited states, 3 Σ+
u (triplet) or Σu

(singlet), to the ground state 1 Σ+
g . These states cannot be easily distinguished spectroscopically but do have different relaxation times. The singlet for liquid argon has a half
life of around 7 ns while the triplet half life for pure liquid argon has been measured to
be between 1.2-1.6 µs ([49],[50],[51]). The singlet state for liquid xenon has a half life
of 4 ns and a triplet half lifeof 21-28 ns [52]. The main feature of the argon and xenon
scintillation spectra is the Gaussian feature centered at 128 nm and 175 nm for argon
and xenon respectively.
There are two distinct processes which lead to the formation of the noble gas dimer.
The first occurs from collisional excitations from electrons leading to the rare gas atom
forming a dimer in an excited state (excimers). This process can be modeled as:

e− + N → N ∗ + e−

(3.1a)

N ∗ + N → N2∗,ν

(3.1b)

N2∗,ν + N → N2∗

(3.1c)

N2∗ → N + N + hν

(3.1d)

where N is argon or xenon, the superscripted ∗ indicates an excited electronic state,
and ν is a label to distinguish excimers with vibrational energy from eximers with pure
electronic excitations [46]. Typically this vibrational energy is non-radiative, though in
liquid argon, the vibrational relaxation can emit photons with wavelengths in the range
of 400-1000 nm but makes up less than 1 % of the total scintillation emissions [53], while
in xenon, this contribution is even less.
The second process which creates scintillation light in xenon and argon comes from
recombination of ionization electrons with positive noble gas ions. The process can be
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modeled as [46]:
e− + N → N + + 2e−

(3.2a)

N + + N + N → N2+ + N

(3.2b)

e− + N2+ → N ∗∗ + N

(3.2c)

N ∗∗ + N → N ∗ + N + heat

(3.2d)

N ∗ + N + N → N2∗ + N + heat

(3.2e)

N2∗ → N + N + hν

(3.2f)

where the superscript + indicates a positively charged ion. It is also worth noting that
when “heat” is added to the final product of the reaction, it is associated with the extra
noble gas atom in the equation. The summed probability distribution function for the
singlet and triplet components can be written as:
I(t) =

As − t/τs At − t/τt
e
+ e
τs
τt

(3.3)

where τs and τl are the time constants for the singlet and triplet respectively and As
and At are the relative amplitudes for each components. I(t) is normalized to unity such
that:
Z

∞

I(t)dt = As + Al = 1

(3.4)

0

Ionization and excitation processes both lead to VUV emissions of the same waves
lengths, though the relative ratio of singlet to triplet states ( A
) is different for each
At

process. Additionally, the ratio of dimers created by ionization to excitation depends
on the linear energy transfer of the incident particle. Thus the ratio of the number of
photons emitted from the singlet state to the total light yield is sensitive to the species
of incident radiation. This ratio has been measured to be 23%, 57%, and 75% for electrons, α’s, and fission fragments in liquid argon and 5% for electrons and 60% for α’s
and fission fragments in liquid xenon[54]. An example of this for fast electrons and alphas can be seen in Figure 3.2. Alpha particles have much larger linear energy transfer
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Figure 3.2: (left) Fraction of observed scintillation energy from a fast electron. The slow
component of liquid argon varies depending on the fitting method and can be as low as
1.2 µs or as high as 1.6 µs.(right) Fraction of observed scintillation energy from an alpha.
The ratios measured for liquid xenon have some agreement, though there still is tension
on the true values. [46]

when compared to fast electrons thus the density of ionized and excited dimers is much
larger along the track. These larger densities lead to stronger ionization recombination
and shorter recombination times thus making the two scintillation processes indistinguishable. Strong ionization recombination does not satisfactorily explain why more of
the singlet component is generated at large linear energy transfer and a comprehensive
explanation is still missing.
Some experiments, such as ArDM, have been able to exploit this particle identification
in liquid argon to great success. The ArDM collaboration claims that they can accept
50% of nuclear recoils while having a rejection power for electron recoils of 108 for events
that produce 50 photo electrons [55]. Particle identification in xenon is possible and has
been shown to be effective with small scale dark matter experiments. In large xenon
experiments, the smaller time difference between the singlet and triplet states, mismatch
cables lengths, and light reflectors lead to larger uncertainties in the scintillation time
distribution thus making particle identification difficult. Particle identification becomes
much better in dual phase xenon experiments.
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Argon and xenon can be very bright scintillators and can yield as much as ∼4050 VUV photons/keV. This light yield can be damped by several factors including VUV
absorption (e.g. O2 VUV absorption) or collisions with impurities in the liquid noble gas.
VUV absorption damps the total light output, while collisions typically damp light from
long lived components. When the liquid noble gas dimer collides with another molecule
of a different species, the dimer energy is transferred and subsequently lost through heat
or infrared emission. LNGD are transparent to their own scintillation light because it is
the dimer rather than the atom that creates scintillation light.
The triplet damping results in a reduced triplet life and thus is a good measure of
impurities in the liquid [56]. This technique works much better for argon than xenon
because of the long decay time of the triplet in argon. The singlet is not affected by
collisional damping until the average collision time is comparable to the singlet half life.
The concentration of impurities for which collisional singlet damping occurs depends on
which impurities are considered, but usually happens at concentrations above 1 part per
thousand.
The effects of nitrogen and oxygen on the liquid argon light yield have been extensively
studied by [51], while the effects of Air, O2 , H2 O, N2 , and CO2 in gaseous argon have
been studied by [57]. These studies show that impurities in concentrations as small as
1 ppm have a very noticeable effect on the triplet lifetime and overall scintillation light
yield. An example of light quenching from N2 can be seen in Figure 3.3. At 10 ppm, ∼
50% of light is quenched by nitrogen. As such, typical liquid argon detectors have some
sort of filtration system to maintain purity and thus a large scintillation yield. Xenon
detectors also need a filtration system, but this is more important for drifting electrons
rather than light yield because the triplet lifetime in xenon is much shorter.
Once purity is achieved, loss through absorption and scattering must be considered.
These two quantities are often hard to disentangle, thus an effective attenuation length
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Figure 3.3: (left) Detected scintillation light spectrum from a 60Co as a function of
nitrogen concentration. (right) Light yield of liquid argon as a function of nitrogen
concentration normalized to pure liquid argon: Credit [51]

is defined as:
−1
L−1 = L−1
attenuation + Lscatter

(3.5)

The attenuation length measured in xenon has been reported to be greater than 100 cm
and as low as 30 cm depending on the reflectively of the cryostat, while a value of ∼ 60
cm is generally accepted for liquid argon. In order to maximize light that would be lost
to scattering, VUV reflective materials must be chosen. It can be seen in Figure 3.4, that
most materials are more reflective at liquid xenon scintillation wavelength than liquid
argon scintillation wavelengths.

3.3

Xenon Doping

A recent field of interest in LGND is the idea of xenon doped argon, in which a
small concentration of xenon (10-1000 ppm) is injected into liquid argon. This small
concentration of xenon allows for an effective wavelength shifting process to occur in
which the 128 nm scintillation light of argon is shifted to the 175 nm wavelength of
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Figure 3.4: The VUV reflectivity of various
materials used in LNGDs: Credit [46]

xenon. The argon dimers collide with xenon atoms and effectively transfer their energy
to the xenon allowing the xenon atoms to create dimers of there own, as modeled by:
Ar2∗ + Xe + migration → (ArXe)∗ + Ar

(3.6a)

(ArXe)∗ + Xe + migration → Xe2∗ + Ar

(3.6b)

Migration refers to the fact that a xenon atom must come into contact with the argon
dimer or the xenon argon dimer. The VUV spectroscopy of this reaction as a function
of xenon concentration can be seen in Figure 3.5. As the xenon concentration increases,
the argon dimer energy is more efficiently converted towards the xenon dimer.
Xenon and argon have very different scintillation time profiles with the biggest difference being between the triplet lifetimes of both liquid noble gases (∼ 1µs versus ∼ 30
ns). When xenon is injected in argon at low concentrations, the triplet state of the argon
is quenched, thus the time distribution can be described as:
I(t) =

A1 −t/Tf A2 −t/Ts A3 −t/Td
e
+
e
−
e
Tf
Ts
Td
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Figure 3.5: The VUV emission of electron-beam excited liquid argon doped with 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000 ppm xenon is shown. Note
that at higher xenon concentrations another peak at 147 nm becomes noticeable. Credit [58]

where Tf and Ts are the decay times for fast and slow component respectively, Td is
energy transfer time between the xenon and triplet state of the argon and A1 , A2 and A3
are the intensities of these three terms. To be consistent with Equation 3.4, it is required
that A1 + A2 − A3 = 1.
As the xenon concentration increases, the average collision rate between a xenon atom
and an argon dimer in the singlet state approaches the argon singlet decay time (∼ 5
ns). To model this effect, an additional term must be added to equation 3.7:
I(t) =

A1 −t/Tf A2 −t/Ts A3 −t/Tds A4 −t/Tdf
e
+
e
−
e
−
e
Tf
Ts
Tds
Tdf

(3.8)

where Tdf and Tds represent energy transfer times for the fast and slow components
separately [59]. Again it is required that A1 + A2 − A3 − A4 = 1 to ensure the distribution
is normalized. These time constants have been measured by several groups and the
summary of these results can be seen in Figure 3.6 and 3.7. These measurements have
some tension that has yet to be resolved. The averaged waveform as a function of xenon
concentration can be seen in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.6: Fast and slow (Tdf and Tds ) energy transfer times for xenon doped argon
as a function of xenon concentration. The references in the figure are measures of Tds .
Credit:[59]

Naively, one would think that argon’s excellent particle identification would be lost
when doped with xenon. Particle identification is made possible because of the large
time difference between the singlet and triplet states of argon, thus by shifting the time
distribution to a xenon like scintillation distribution would seem to make this analysis
much harder to perform. It has been shown by several authors [59], [60], and [61] that
at xenon concentrations above 250 ppm, particle identification is still possible. Additionally, it has been shown by [59] that the particle identification improves with xenon
concentration up to ∼ 1000 ppm at which point it saturates. Particle identification is
still possible because both the singlet and the triplet of argon, thus the ratio of argon
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Figure 3.7: Fast (left) and slow (right) components of xenon doped argon as a function
of xenon concentration. Credit:[59].

Figure 3.8: Fraction of prompt photo electrons (PE) (first 40 ns) relative to total light
yield as a function of xenon concentration. Scintillation light at 175 nm from gammas
and alphas are shown thus explaining why no separation is seen at 0 ppm. Credit:[59].

singlet to triplet, are being converted to xenon dimers once the concentration of xenon
is around 250 ppm.
Argon is only semi-transparent to its own scintillation light (Figure 3.10) due to the
trace amounts of xenon found in atmospheric argon, while it is completely transparent to
the xenon scintillation light [58], thus for large experiments where light may travel several
attenuation lengths before being detected, xenon doped argon may be advantageous. This
transparency might explain why xenon doped argon yields more light, though materials
are generally more reflective at longer VUV wavelengths so this also might contribute to
the increased yield. Additionally, photo sensitive devices can have reasonable detection
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efficiency at 175 nm, while 128 nm emission typically needs to be wavelength shifted in
order to be detected. Tetraphenyl butadiene (TPB) [41], the wavelength shifting material
used in LEGEND and many other liquid argon experiments, emits wavelength shifted
light isotropically thus reducing the geometric acceptance of the photo sensitive device.
Direct detection of the VUV light should be more efficient.
Purifying large quantities of liquid argon can take a substantial amount of time (∼ 1-2
months) thus reducing the live time of the detector for experiments like LEGEND which
require stability in the liquid shield. Xenon doped argon should be less prone to light
degradation due to contamination because the argon triplet state is already quenched
by the xenon. Xenon has a much quicker decay time and thus a much lower probability
of being quenched through collisions. For large experiments that plan to run for many
years, it would be easier to maintain the light yield of the xenon doped liquid argon when
compared to pure liquid argon, though the stability of the mixture needs to be understood
better. Additionally, less strict material screening for low out gassing materials would be
needed, allowing for a wider array of reflective materials to be considered.
Xenon has a very low vapor pressure in argon at liquid argon temperatures, where it
saturates at 0.031 Torr [62]. Thus xenon doped argon would not improve the light yield
of the gas phase in a dual phase liquid argon detector. It has been suggested that by
introducing nitrogen and xenon into argon at concentrations of 1000 ppm of xenon and 50
ppm nitrogen in liquid and thus 40 ppb of xenon and 135 ppm nitrogen in gas, that a dual
phase argon detectors could produce more light for both the gas and liquid regions [62].
The xenon in the liquid phase would negate any quenching for the nitrogen, while the
nitrogen in the gas phase would wavelength shift VUV scintillation light to ultra violet
which is a more sensitive region for photo detectors and produce 50% more photons. The
more light produced and collected ultimately means that the energy threshold for these
detectors can be lower.
Xenon doped argon could be a possible solution to the
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K background in the LEG-
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END experiment (as discussed in Chapter 2).
or negative ion through the beta decay of

42

K can be produced as either a positive

42

Ar. The negative ions will drift through the

pure liquid argon and plate out on the positively charged germanium detectors, where
they will eventually decay to

42

Ca producing a beta that could deposit energy in the

Qββ region. It is thought that xenon could neutralize the

42

K ions by an exchange of

an electron. This process is highly unlikely to occur in argon because the outer valence
shell of electrons is very tightly bound. Xenon’s outer valence shell is less bound due to
the large size of the atom. By neutralizing the
chance of the

42

K before it reaches the germanium, the

42

Ca beta depositing energy in the Qββ region is very low.

Finally, xenon doping has been shown to be stable in several small scale experiments
(∼1-10 litre active volume) in the references above, but has yet to be shown to work on a
large scale (∼100 litre). Issues of homogeneity and xenon freeze out are of major concern.
Demonstrating the scalability and long term stability is essential if xenon doping is going
to be instrumented in future tonne scale neutrinoless double beta decay experiments.
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Figure 3.9: Average waveforms for xenon doped argon at various concentrations for
neutrons (dotted line) and gammas (solid line). The ringing seen in pure argon is from
an improper cable termination. Credit [61]
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Figure 3.10: Argon VUV optical transmission. Credit [58]
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Chapter 4
BACoN

The liquid argon measurements reported in this thesis were performed using BACoN. This
section outlines the experimental design for BACoN including the cryogenics, vacuum,
and electronics systems.

4.1

Cryogenic and Vacuum Systems

The stainless steel research cryostat, dubbed “BACoN”, consists of two nested cylinders and a counting well in the center of the nested cylinders (Figure 4.1). The inner
vessel has an outer diameter of 20 inches, height of 23 inches, and wall thickness of 0.5
inches and can hold approximately 100 liters of liquid. The outer vessel has an outer
diameter of 22.75 inches, a height of 32.41 inches and a wall thickness of a 1⁄4 inch. The
space between the inner and outer vessel is held at vacuum to prevent convective heating,
and an aluminized infrared reflective wrapping (Figure 4.2) is used wrap the inner vessel
to reduce radiative heating from the warm outer can. The inner vessel is attached to the
lid of the outer vessel with four G10 rods of diameter 1 inches and length 4 inches [63].
G10 was chosen over stainless steel for its lower heat conduction. The inner counting
well has a height of 8 inches and outer diameter of 5 inches, with a wall thickness of 1⁄4
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inch while the outer counting well has an outer diameter of 2.5 inches and extends into
the inner well. These nested counting wells allow for radioactive sources to be placed in
close proximity to the liquid without breaking the guard vacuum or contaminating the
liquid. The counting well was not used for any measurements made in this thesis.
The vessel is drip cooled using an AL60 cryomech cold head [64] which can deliver
approximately 60 W of cooling power at 80 K. The coldhead is mounted on top of the
outer vessel and is connected to the inner vessel through a thin walled 2.75 inch conflat
bellows. The coldhead drips condensed argon down a thin stainless steel rod directly to
the bottom of the inner vessel. The coldhead is surrounded by a Teflon funnel (Figure
4.3), which is used to separate the warm argon gas from the cold argon gas. As argon
gas evaporates from the liquid, it flows back up the funnel towards the coldhead where
it then re-condenses and drips back into the liquid. Warm argon gas is inserted above
the coldhead and falls as it cools. The coldhead is instrumented with a 50 W heater
and a thermocouple which allows for the coldhead temperature to be held at constant
temperatures.
The vessel is filled from the ullage of a five 9’s liquid argon cylinder (99.999% pure).
It was found that liquid argon is ∼10 times cheaper than gaseous argon for the same
mass and purity. The liquid cylinder remained at a larger pressure than the inner vessel
allowing for positive flow into the argon chamber. The vessel is leak checked prior to
fills, though no pump and bake efforts are applied to clean the vessel. The gas is flowed
through a SAES PS4-MT3/15-R getter which can purify noble gasses to less than 1 ppb
of all common contaminants [65]. The quantity of argon in the inner vessel was measured
using a shipping scale, which is accurate to 0.5 lbs, rather than using a conventional liquid
level sensor which has to be calibrated in-situ.
The mass of liquid argon in the inner vessel plotted versus time for a standard fill
can be seen in Figure 4.4. The slope of this curve gives the liquification rate of 0.58
kg/hr, which implies a cooling power of about 44 W assuming the argon gas started at
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a temperature of 300 K and was liquified at 87.15 K. The rest of the coldhead power is
lost from conductive heat leak through the G10 rods and the thin walled stainless steel
bellows used for the coldhead feedthrough, radiative heating due to the poor quality of
the aluminized IR shield, and cooling of the stainless steel as the inner vessel fills up.
In order to purify the liquid argon after the initial fill, gaseous argon in the ullage of
the inner vessel is pumped out of a 1⁄4 inch VCR port on the top of the inner vessel. This
VCR line is 4 feet long and coiled in such a way that conductive heat leak from the inner
to outer lid through the line is negligible. The gas is pumped through the getter using a
stainless steel bellows pump that uses Teflon and stainless steel for all wetted surfaces.
The 1⁄4 inch tubing used has been electropolished in order to reduce out-gassing (Figure
4.5 ). The flow is controlled using a mass flow controller [66] and set to 6 slpm to match
the optimal flow rate of the getter. The flow rate fluctuates no more than 1% around the
set point. Once the gas is purified, it is then condensed again at the coldhead. In order
to liquefy warm argon gas flowing at 6 slpm, about 48.6 W of cooling power is needed
(8.1 W/slpm). When recirculating, it is worth noting that the weight of the liquid argon
does not change, which suggests that the system is in a quasi-static state. No cooling
power is going towards cooling the stainless steel walls, unlike when the cryostat was
being initially filled with liquid argon. This allows for more of the total 60 W of cooling
power to be applied to the recirculating gas.
The gas doping system consists of a small measured volume, 25 ± 3 mL in Run One
and 19 ± 1 mL in Run Two, connected to a gas bottle on one side and the recirculation
system on the other side (Figure 4.5). The doping gas was inserted at 15 psig in Run
One and at ∼1500 torr in Run Two. In Run One the gas pressure was measured using a
low pressure analog gauge relative to atmospheric pressure and in Run Two the absolute
pressure is measured using a high pressure baratron gauge. The pressure is chosen to be
larger than the recirculation system pressure to ensure the gases mix adequately. The
temperature of the gas is measured by measuring the temperature of the steel doping
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volume after the doping system has come to equilibrium. This doping volume is evacuated
before each doping insertion using an oil roughing pump in Run One and a dry scroll pump
in Run Two. By ensuring the use of high purity gases, molar concentrations of the dopant
can be calculated using the ideal gas law. Each doping step has the same amount of gas
inserted at the same pressure and temperature. As the total number of doping insertions
increase, the relative statistical error on the total concentration decreases allowing for
very low errors at a large number of doping insertions with the dominate error coming
from the uncertainty in the measured volume. By monitoring the pressure inside the
inner vessel during Run One, it was found that there is a 3-5 hour pressure cycle (Figure
4.6 (left)). This pressure cycle occurs when the bottom of the cryostat warms, due to
radiative heating, causing the liquid to boil. The energy released in this phase change
cools the bottom of the inner vessel back down to below the liquid argon boiling point.
This heating/cooling cycle can also be seen in the temperature fluctuations as measured
from the exterior of the bottom of the cryostat (Figure 4.6 (right)). Though this was
an unintended effect, it provides an excellent mechanism for mixing the liquid argon and
any dopants added into the recirculation system. The extra heat leak that drove this
cycle likely came from the thermal contact between the exterior and interior counting
well. The external counting well was removed in Run Two and this cycle was not seen.
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Figure 4.1: CAD drawing of BACoN
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Figure 4.2: Inner vessel wrapped in aluminized infrared reflective nylon
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Figure 4.3: Teflon condensing funnel with Kapton foam to help create a vapor barrier
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Figure 4.4: Liquid argon weight versus time. The red line is a linear fit used to estimate
the constant rate of cooling The slope of the line yields a condensing rate of 0.58 kg/hr.
The spikes are from someone stepping on the scale
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Figure 4.5: Sketch of full BACoN setup

Figure 4.6: (Left) Pressure versus time of ullage in cryostat. (Right) Temperature versus
time of bottom steel plate in cryostat
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4.2

Electronics and Data Acquisition Systems

The inner vessel is instrumented with two Hamamatsu 3 inch PMTs (R11065) [67]
which are box&linear-focused, 12-stage PMTs, with Synthetic Silica 3 inch windows and
Bialkali photo-cathodes designed to operate at liquid argon temperatures. The spectral
response of the PMTs can be seen in Figure 4.7. The PMT windows have a TPB coated
acrylic disk mounted on them in order to wavelength shift the argon scintillation light
into the sensitive region of the tubes (Figure 4.8). The average quantum efficiency over
the TPB spectrum is ∼29 %, making it a well suited instrument for measuring argon
scintillation light. TPB was vapor deposited to have a thickness of about 2 µm. The
PMTs will float in liquid argon if not tied down and to ensure this will not happen, the
TPB disks and some stainless steel wire are used to tie down the tubes to their aluminum
holders (Figure 4.8).
After completing data set one, it was found that the TPB on the acrylic disks had been
dislodged and had been redeposited on the wall of the cryostat (Figure 4.9). Though TPB
has been shown to be stable in liquid argon, it is speculated that the volatile boundary
between the gas and liquid phases of the argon can be abrasive to the vapor deposited
TPB. It is not known what effect this has had on the light yield of the experiment. To
ensure maximum light for each new run, new TPB disks are used for each fill.
The PMT cathode ground scheme is chosen because it allows for the fast signals to
ride the high DC voltage and be picked off with an external circuit. As such, a single high
voltage cable is needed for each PMT, reducing the heat loaded from the wires. Each
PMT has a fiber optic cable instrumented above it. The air side of the fiber optic cable
is coupled to a blue LED and is used for low light calibration of the PMTs. The conflat
feed throughs are mounted on the warm side of the cryostat to ensure thermal cycling
does not damage the ceramic/steel interface of the feed through. When the high voltage
feed-throughs were mounted on the inner vessel, they leaked after several thermal cycles.
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Figure 4.7: The curve in red is the quantum efficiency of the PMT, and the blue curve
is the emission spectrum of the TPB in arbitrary intensity units. Credit:[68]

The PMT electronic bases were a custom design taken from Los Alamos National Lab
and the schematic can be seen in Figure 4.10. Due to a soldering error from the vendor,
we received the bases with incorrect resistors in the voltage divider chain. Specifically,
R15,R16,R10, and R28 had a value of 500 Ω rather than 500 KΩ. This severely reduced
the gain of the PMT (discussed in Chapter 5). A 50× amplification had to be applied
using a Phillips Scientific 777 pre-amplifier [69] to see single photons. This error was
not caught until after the initial run and once fixed, the proper PMT gain was obtained
without the use of an amplifier. In order to fix signal ringing, R30 and R18 were swapped
out with a 500 Ω resistor. This helped damp the ringing induced in the last two gain
stages of the PMT. At these stages, a large amount of current flows from capacitors C1
and C10 to recharge the PMT dynode and if not properly damped will induces oscillations
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Figure 4.8: (Left) PMTs mounted in aluminum mounting frame. (Right) TPB disks
installed on top of PMTs. TPB disks are tied down with stainless steel wire to prevent
PMTs floating in LAr

at the end of the signal. With the bases corrected, after-pulsing signals were noticed due
to the nonzero voltage difference at the first and second dynodes. A full discussion of
after-pulsing can be found in the Chapter 5.
The fast PMT signals are picked off of the positive high voltage using the circuit
seen in Figure 4.11. These signals are digitized using a Tetronix TDS 3052B digital
oscilloscope and read out to a laptop using custom python software. The scope has a
rather slow digitization rate of ∼ 1 Hz though it can digitize at 5 GS/s allowing for 1
ns bins over 10 µs. The scope can be triggered from either an external muon trigger
(described in later sections) or from a coincidence between the two PMTs.
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Figure 4.9: TPB coating after Run One. The TPB can be seen lining the wall demonstrating that it came off once the liquid level reached the height of the TPB disks.
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Figure 4.10: PMT electronic base schematic drawing

Figure 4.11: PMT pickoff schematic drawing
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Chapter 5
Pulse Finding, Simulations, &
Triplet Lifetime Measurements

5.1

Pulse Finding

Scintillation time distributions, as seen from PMTs, often are muddled with noise,
dark counts, after-pulsing, baseline overshoot, and other overlapping scintillation events.
An effective pulse finding algorithm is needed to deconvolve the desired distribution
from these mentioned backgrounds. A time over threshold sliding window algorithm was
evaluated (as described in [59]) and ultimately rejected. This threshold pulse finding
method looks for pulses by finding the leading and falling edge of a pulse. This can be
done by setting a signal threshold at some fixed value above the noise RMS and searching
for signal crossings above this threshold. This method struggles when pulse pile-up is
present and fails to find start times of overlapping pulses. A more successful pulse finding
method was adapted from [70], which uses a form of a smoothed derivative to identify
signal pulses as large (3.5 σ) fluctuations in the noise. The smoothed derivative is defined
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as:
min[N,i,P −1−i]

di =

X

(si+j − si−j )

(5.1)

j=1

where s is the PMT signal being considered, i indicates which bin is being considered
for the derivative, P is the total number of bins in the signal, and N is the width of the
derivative smoothing window. This form of the derivative is taken because it is less sensitive to noise. Negative PMT signal pulses are identified by looking in the derivative for
negative threshold crossings followed up by a positive threshold crossing. By using this
thresholding technique on the derivative rather than the signal, four threshold crossings
define the derivative of a pulse rather than two for a signal pulse. An example of this
pulse finding can be seen in Figure 5.1. It has been found that by relaxing the derivative
threshold crossing criteria to also include a single set of positive or negative crossings, it
increases the peaking finding accuracy and does not significantly increase noise. Additionally, local minima can be found using the derivative, which allows individual pulses to
be distinguished in the event of pulse pileup. This final feature is essential for measuring
the triplet life of argon.
Several modifications to methods described in [70] were made to tune the algorithm to
the data. The most significant change was the method in which the RMS of the derivative
is calculated. A 500 ns fixed window at the beginning and end of the waveform is used
to estimate the RMS because it is unlikely to find a signal in this region. The window
that returns the smaller RMS was used. One improvement was made in which signal
pulses that were found had their widths extended until the derivative is less than the
noise RMS. This significantly increases the chance of finding the whole pulse, rather than
the part that is fluctuating fast enough to be 3.5σ above the noise. Finally, the derivative
smoothing window N was tuned on the 100 pulses/event data set (discussed below) to
be 7. This data set most accurately represents the expected number of photons per
event seen in data, which vary from 10’s to 1000’s of photons depending on the trigger
threshold.
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Figure 5.1: A single photon pulse found using the pulse finding algorithm. The blue
line is the background noise while the red line is the highlighted found pulse. The thick
dashed green line is the derivative of the blue plus red lines (signal plus background).
The two orange lines are the 3.5 σrms thresholds for the derivative crossings.

In order to correctly measure a pulse’s integrated voltage, the underlying baseline
must be corrected for. The baseline can vary from a simple DC offset, a periodic sine
wave, or a baseline sagging induced from an RC mismatch on the PMT electronic bases.
Whatever the case is, [70] has created a baseline fitting algorithm that can estimate
arbitrary baselines as long as there is sufficient information about the baseline in the
waveform. This algorithm uses a weighted moving average (WMA) to find an average
baseline. The baseline at the i-th bin is calculated using:
Pmin[i+N,P −1]
π
j=max[0,i−N ] sj wj 1 + cos[(j − i) N
Bi = Pmin[i+N,P −1]
π
j=max[0,i−N ] wj 1 + cos[(j − i) N

(5.2)

where N is the number of points on each side of the i-th bin to be taken for averaging
the signal. The weights are given by:
wi = 10−6 if i ∈ [αq , βq ] for any q ∈ [1, Q]

(5.3a)

wi = αq+1 − βq − 1 if i ∈ [βq , αq+1 ] for any q ∈ [1, Q]

(5.3b)
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Figure 5.2: Baseline sagging due to RC mismatch: Credit [71]

where Q is the total number of pulses identified, P is the total number of bins in a
waveform, with αq and βq denoting the first and the last index of the q-th pulse, where
β0 = 1 and αQ+1 = P . The WMA window has to be larger than the width of the largest
peak. The authors of [70] suggest changing the window to be large enough to fit all pulses,
but instead the window width per event was chosen to be 1.5 times larger than the largest
pulse width. This helps avoid issues that large windows have with averaging over finer
features of a fluctuating baseline. This method is able to compensate for the sagging
baseline created from an RC mismatch on the PMT base. The sagging occurs because
the RC time constant on the PMT electronics base is too large, thus creating a discharge
time that is large relative to the time scale of the event (Figure 5.2. To compound the
baseline sagging problem, a majority of the light occurs when the baseline sagging is at
its worst. This method is successful as long as information about the baseline is available
between pulses. By providing the WMA with the positive local maximum in this region,
the algorithm is able to identify the baseline.

5.2

Run One

Run One consists of the initial attempts at xenon doping which was ultimately cut
short due to a failure of the helium compressor, which operates the AL60 cold head. This
data set contains waveforms from a single PMT. The second PMT had a short in the
high voltage cable inside the cryostat and thus was not accessible to be fixed until the
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cryostat was opened up after the run. Additionally, the PMT gain is severely reduced
due to the errors with base components previously mentioned. Finally, waveforms in this
data set suffer from a sagging baseline mentioned above. Data was triggered looking for
pulses that were below -7.2 mV for 40 ns. This trigger helped prevent triggers on dark
pulses because these pulses have a narrower width.

5.2.1

Pulse Finding Simulations

To evaluate the pulse finding algorithm, 10,000 single photoelectron (SPE) waveforms were averaged together (Figure 5.3) to create an average SPE sample pulse. This
waveform was then generated many times per event with the start time of the pulse
distributed according to an argon-like scintillation time distribution (Figure 5.4). The
integrated voltage of the SPE waveform is then chosen from a Gaussian distribution with
a mean and sigma of the SPE spectrum in order to model the Poisson statistics coming
from the first PMT dynode. Gaussian noise is added with a σ of 1.15 mV and a mean
of 0.4 mV. In order to model the baseline sagging, a Landau function was added and
the amplitude was scaled to be 5.0% of the magnitude of the maximum amplitude of the
simulated waveform. The final wave form can be seen in Figure 5.5. In order to evaluate
our pulse finding, four distinct data sets containing 10,000 events were generated where
each event had on average of 1, 10, 100, or 1000 pulses respectively. It is worth noting
that exactly one pulse per event was generated for the first data set. A pulse is considered
to be found if the found peak time is within 15 ns of the truth peak time. The pulse
finding accuracy is calculated by normalizing the total number of pulses found per event
by the total truth number of pulses generated per event. The pulse finding accuracy
results for all four data sets can be seen in Figure 5.6.
The peak finding accuracy is dependent on the width of the window chosen when
matching found peaks to truth peaks, thus it is also important to look at the total
integrated voltage found per waveform and compare it to the true total integrated voltage generated. This quantity is independent of the peak finding matching window and
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Figure 5.3: Averaged Single Photon response of PMT taken from data in Run one. After
the main pulse, between 0.035 and 0.05 µs, some ringing occurs.

is calculated by normalizing the total integrated voltage found per event by the total
truth integrated voltage generated per event. This quantity can exceed 1 if noise pulses
contribute to the total found integrated voltage. The results of this study can be seen
in Figure 5.7. The total charge reconstruction is best when the waveform has ∼ 100
pulses/event. If the baseline sagging were not present, the total charge reconstruction
would continue to improve as the total number of pulses per event increases. The baseline

Figure 5.4: Simulated argon-like PMT event. Singlet time constant is 5 ns, and the
triplet time constant 1 µs
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Figure 5.5: Gaussian noise added to argon-like PMT event. The red curve is Landau
function that models the baseline sagging,

sagging is proportional to the maximum peak height in an event, larger events with more
pulses will cause the baseline to sag more. By having more pulses over a sagging baseline, less information about the baseline is available. This is why the 1000 pulses/event
data set has worse charge reconstruction. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5.8,

Figure 5.6: A histogram of the fraction of events found versus the total number of events
generated.(top left) 1 pulse per event; (top right) 10 pulses per event (bottom left); 100
pulses per event (bottom right); 1000 pulses per event for simulated data
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Figure 5.7: Integrated voltage reconstruction efficiency. 1 pulse/event (lavender), 10
pulse/event (green), 100 pulse/event (red), 1000 pulse/event (blue). The normalized
charge collection efficiency can go above unity if noise pulses contribute to the total
charge found in an event

which contains 1011 pulses. The red line is the functional form of the baseline sag. It is
completely covered due to the large number of pulses occurring at the worst part of the
sag. It can also be seen that the width of the distribution in Figure 5.7is smallest for the
100 pulses/event data set which is due to a culmination of reasonable number of pulses
plus a small baseline sag.
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Figure 5.8: Simulated waveform of 1011 pulses. Red curve is functional form of baseline
sag

5.2.2

Triplet Lifetime Fits

The triplet lifetime for real data and simulation is measured by weighting pulse arrival
times with their integrated voltage for all pulses in a run. Prior to measuring the triplet
lifetime, a distribution of the number of late pulses in argon scintillation events (greater
than 7µs) is generated for both real and simulated data in order to evaluate the single
photon response of the PMT (Figure 5.10). A double Gaussian distribution is fit to the
noise peak and single photon peak. The Gaussian mean and sigma of the single photon
peak are defined as the single photon response of the PMT. From this fit, a gain of
1.1 ± 0.37 × 105 is estimated after accounting for the 50× amplification from the pre-amp
circuit. The SPE distribution calculated from simulated data is seen in Figure 5.10. The
single photon peaks for both simulated and real data are consistent by construction, but
the noise peak of the simulated data has a lower mean, smaller FWHM, and a larger
relative amplitude when compared to the single photon peak. This difference may be
1
) bandwidth limitations of the preamplifier used in data
attributed to the 200 MHz ( 5ns

collection. The preamplifier filters out high frequency noise, leaving the noise peak filled
with fewer events that have lower frequencies (wider pulses) and thus larger integrated
voltage.
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Pulse Finding Summary
1
⁄
10 pulse⁄event
100 pulse⁄event
0.97
0.87
0.91
1.02
0.90
1.06
0.83
0.96
0.99
pulse event

Fraction Found
Found Charge
Triplet Fit (µs)

1000
0.87
0.81
0.92

⁄

pulse event

Table 5.1: Summary of results for simulated pulse finding algorithm

In order to fit the triplet lifetime, the distribution of arrival times is weighted with the
integrated voltage and fit with an exponential and a constant, where the time constant
of the exponential is the triplet lifetime and the constant is to account for the dark rate
of the PMT. The fit window needs to be at least 6 µs long in order to fully fit the triplet
lifetime. The start time for the fit was chosen by varying the time from 2 µs to 4 µs.
It was found that at early times the triplet was measured to be 0.1 µs lower than the
nominal simulated 1 µs, while at later times the triplet fit did not deviate noticeably
from the nominal value. The fit window is chosen to be from 3.5µs to 10µs in order to
avoid the baseline sagging and high pileup region, achieve the best triplet fit and include
the largest fraction of the waveform in the fit. The error on each pulse is calculated as:
σ2 =

√

m · Vrms w

2

+ Vpeak · VSP E

(5.4)

where m is the number of bins in the pulse, Vrms is the voltage RMS of the waveform
measured in volts, w is the bin width measured in seconds, Vpeak is the integrated voltage
of the peak measured in volt·seconds, and VSP E is the integrated voltage of the average SPE measured in volt·seconds. The first term is from electronic noise and can be
understood by first considering that the uncertainty of the area in one bin would be
√
Vrms · w and thus for m bins would be m · Vrms · w. The second term is from Poisson
√
statistics and is written in units of volt·seconds ( N · VSP E ) rather than units of photons
√
p
( N = Vpeak /VSP E ). To evaluate this fitting method, the simulated data are used
to evaluate the pulse finding algorithm. All four data sets have a 1 µs triplet and 6 ns
singlet lifetime. The fit results for the four simulated data sets can be seen in table 5.1.
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Figure 5.9: Average Single Photon Response as seen in Run one data. The red curve is
a double Gaussian fit to the noise and single photon peak.

The triplet lifetime of pure liquid argon is measured to be 1.43 ± 0.042 , where the
statistical error is taken from the standard deviation of the average value of the triplet.
To obtain the statistical mean and error, the triplet lifetime was measured for 224 runs
each containing 10,000 events. These triplet lifetimes were binned and a Gaussian was

Figure 5.10: Average Single Photon Response from simulation. The red curve is a double
Gaussian fit to the noise and single photon peak.
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Figure 5.11: Triplet lifetime distribution measured for 224 runs in pure liquid argon. The
mean of the fit is 1.43 µs and the sigma is 42 ns.

fit (Figure 5.11). The mean value of the fit is taken to be the mean triplet lifetime
and the σ of the fit is taken to be the statistical error. The systematic uncertainty is
negligible based on the fact that triplet fits from simulation are well matched to the
nominal simulated triplet lifetime.

5.3

Run Two

Run Two was the second attempt of xenon doping and benefits from much of the
knowledge obtained from the first unsuccessful run. Both PMTs were operational at the
expected gain of the manufacture, the baseline sagging had been eliminated, and a cosmic
muon trigger was instrumented. Additionally, new WLS disks were used to replace the
degraded disks from data set one. During the course of the run, the second PMT failed
and the low scale on the scope was blown due to sparking from PMT two. The scope’s
minimum granularity was 100

mV /div ,

which is too large to see single photo electrons.

The PMT was put through the pre-amplifier and a modest gain of 2.86 was used in order
to see single photons. The single photon spectrum can be seen in Figure 5.12 while the
charge versus peak voltage is shown in Figure 5.13. Both figures demonstrate that this
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Figure 5.12: Single photon calibration for PMT one in Run Two configuration. The first
Gaussian peak seen is the noise peak and the second Gaussian peak is the single photon
distribution.

PMT still had good signal to noise separation despite all of the mentioned issues. After
accounting for the gain from the pre-amp, a PMT gain of 4.64 ± 1.45 × 106 was achieved.

Figure 5.13: Pulse height, measured in volts, versus charge, measured in volt·seconds.
The two yellow regions represent where the SPE and noise pulses typically are distributed.
The SPE region has a mean charge of 10−11 volt·seconds and a mean peak height of 0.017
volts.
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5.3.1

After-Pulsing

After-pulsing occurs in phototubes when electrons ionize residual gas in the tube.
The resulting ions are attracted to the photocathode where they produce many electrons
from the collision. If the concentration of residual gas is very large, after-pulsing can
occur from other dynodes in the chain. After-pulsing can be seen as a time delayed pulse
that arrives 100’s ns to a few µs after the initial pulse and in the case of large amounts
of residual gas, several after pulses spaced uniformly in time. After-pulsing occurred in
both PMTs due to the tubes being exposed to helium gas while the inner vessel was
being leak tested. The inner vessel was filled with helium in an attempt to sniff out the
leak externally1 .
In order to quantify after-pulsing, a large LED pulse was measured with the PMT
and a charge-weighted time distribution of pulses was created (Figure 5.14). From the
figure, it can be seen that after the initial pulse at ∼ 1 µs, there are after pulses every
∼ 500 ns and the after-pulsing becomes indistinguishable from the dark rate after ∼
2.5 µs. The total charge contribution of the after-pulsing as a function of PMT voltage
was also studied (Figure 5.15). As expected, the after-pulsing decreases as a function of
PMT voltage due to the lower electron energies being less likely to ionize the residual
gas. Though after-pulsing decreased as a function of high voltage, a voltage of 1600 volts
was still chosen because the lower gains did not produce visible SPE on the 100

mV /div

scale.
After-pulsing becomes an issue when measuring the total charge of a waveform because it is not possible to distinguish after pulses from real scintillation events. Though
the effects of after-pulsing after a large single pulse were studied, it is difficult to understand after-pulsing in an event with many scintillation photons. Thus event by event
analyses, like measuring the photoelectron spectrum from muons, will intrinsically have
the effects of after-pulsing folded in. After-pulsing is most often triggered from the sin1 the

leak was found
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Figure 5.14: A histogram of arrival times of LED pulses weighted by the integrated
charge. The first and second after pulse peaks are seen at 1.5 µs and 2.0 µs.

glet component of pure liquid argon and xenon doped liquid argon. It is expected that
the singlet will not change at the xenon concentrations this work is considering. It is
assumed that after-pulsing contributes equally to the total charge for xenon doped and
pure liquid argon wave forms. The effects of after-pulsing become obvious when many
wave forms are averaged together and can be mitigated using different fitting techniques
(discussed below).

5.3.2

Triplet Lifetime Fitting

The after-pulsing seen in this data requires investigating alternative fitting methods.
In order to measure the triplet lifetime for pure liquid argon, the triplet lifetime was measured for 40 runs containing 5,000 events each. The lifetime of each fit was histogramed
and a Gaussian was fit to the distribution. The triplet lifetime of this fit is taken to be the
mean of the Gaussian and the σ of the fit is taken to be the statistical error. When fitting
with a single exponential plus a constant, a later start time of 2.5 µs was chosen in order
to avoid after-pulsing. A triplet lifetime of 1456 ± 38 ns is measured with this method.
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Figure 5.15: Contributions of first and second after pulses compared to the total charge
of the initial pulse as a function of PMT high voltage. The top red line is for the first
after pulse, and the second blue line is for the second after pulse. The first after pulse
area is calculated by integrating between 1.4 µs and 1.9 µs, while the second after pulse
area is calculated by integrating from 1.9 µs to 2.4 µs.

In order to account for the after-pulsing, a Landau shape was chosen for the first after
pulse and a Gaussian shape was chosen for the second after pulse. These functions were
added to the first function and the sum was fit from 1.75 µs to the end of the waveform.
This method yields a systematically larger value of the triplet lifetime of 1502 ± 30 ns.
An example of these two different fitting methods can be seen in Figure 5.16. It is not
obvious why the two methods yield different results and thus an average is taken as the
true triplet lifetime which is measured to be 1479 ± 38(statistical) ±46(systematic) ns
where the statistical is taken to be the larger error from the two different fitting methods
and the systematic error is taken to be difference in the two fitted triplets. This value is
found to be consistent with Run One’s value of 1430 ± 42 ns.
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Figure 5.16: Triplet life time fit for Run Two scintillation distributions. The left plot
show the scintillation distribution being fit with a single exponential and a constant from
2.5 µs to 10 µs. The right plot shows the pure argon scintillation distribution being fit
with a Landau shape for the first after pulse and a Gaussian shape for the second after
pulse with an exponential plus a constant to fit the tail. The fit to the after-pulsing
region is shown in the insert.
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Chapter 6
Calibrating the Doping Volume and
Recirculation/Purification System

6.1

Nitrogen Doping

In order to validate the gas doping and recirculation system, several small quantities
of nitrogen were injected using the methods mentioned in Section 4. This validation was
done prior to xenon doping because nitrogen can be filtered out using the getter while
xenon cannot. Additionally, it was desirable to show that the doping system can insert a
known amount of gas with reasonable uncertainty (less than 10 %). Past xenon doping
experiments such as [61] have had very large uncertainty (∼50%) in the amount of xenon
inserted and BACoN’s doping system should be able to do better than that.
The effects of nitrogen on argon scintillation light are well known and have been
characterized by [51] and [72]. The relationship between the measured quenched triplet
life time τ 0 and the true triplet lifetime τ for pure liquid is dictated by a Birk’s law type
function:
τ0 =

τ
1+τ ·k·C

(6.1)
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where k has been measured to be 0.11 ppm−1 µs−1 and 0.13 ppm−1 µs−1 for nitrogen in
liquid argon by the two previously mentioned authors. C is the molar concentration of
impurities measured in parts per million. Before moving on, it must be made clear that
these previous measurements measured a pure triplet lifetime of 1.2 µs compared to the
1.4 µs measured in BACoN. The authors of [51] are aware that their triplet lifetime is
smaller than what is typically measured in literature (authors of [50] measure a value of
1.46 µs). The authors [51] speculate the difference between what they measure and what
the authors of [50] measure (and similar to that measured in BACoN) could be explained
by different fitting methods and additional impurities in their “pure” argon. Authors
of [51] speculate that if they used the same fitting method used by [50] and extrapolate
their triplet using equation 6.1 to pure liquid argon, their triplet value becomes 1.45 µs
which is in good agreement with the triplet life time measured with BACoN.
Before any doping is performed, the recirculation and purification system is run and
the triplet life time is measured frequently. Once the triplet life time is stable, it is
assumed that the pure argon is achieved. Nitrogen contaminant is inserted into BACoN
and the triplet lifetime decreases according to equation 6.1. The filtration rate of the
argon gas can be naively modeled as:
dV

gas
dC
dt
= −C(t) ·
dt
Vstp

where

dVgas
dt

(6.2)

is the rate at which gas is being pumped from the ullage of the inner vessel

and Vstp is the total volume of liquid argon in the inner vessel. Using the mass flow
controller,

dVgas
dt

is set to 6 slpm for Run One and 10 slpm for Run Two and Vstp is 85.3

litres for both runs. If equation 6.2 is solved, the following is obtained:
C(t) = C0 · e

− t/τf ilter

(6.3)

where C0 is the initial concentration measured in molar parts per million and τf ilter is
the purification time constant defined as
τf ilter = Vstp/dVdtgas

(6.4)
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Using the parameters mentioned above, τf ilter is estimated to be 7.8 days for Run One
and 4.68 days for Run Two. For this derivation, it was assumed that the system is at
STP and that nitrogen is equally soluble in gaseous and liquid argon. It can be derived
that nitrogen is 2 23 times more soluble in gaseous argon than liquid argon under ideal
conditions [73]. Since the gas is being purified, τf ilter should be 2 23 times smaller than the
initial estimate. Though this gives us a general idea of what the time constant should be,
it assumes static pressures for the gas and does not take into account for the migration
of nitrogen through the liquid thus the true filtration time scale should be measured by
fitting:
τ0 =

τ
1 + τ · k · C0 · e − t/τf ilter

(6.5)

where C0 is the initial concentration of contaminant in the liquid. C0 can be calculated
by using an ideal gas law with regard to the doping volume. It can also be extracted as
a fit parameter from equation 6.5. This derivation assumes that the purified warm argon
gas will fully mix with the cold liquid argon.
Two nitrogen doping runs were performed during the duration of Run One. By
measuring the volume of the doping system, pressure of the nitrogen gas, and letting the
system settle to room temperature we were able to use the ideal gas law to calculate the
number of moles of nitrogen injected into the recirculation system, which were 1.4 ± 0.1
ppm and 7.3 ± 1.0 ppm. The results of this doping can be seen in Figure 6.1. From
fitting equation 6.5 an initial concentration of 2.97 ± 0.03 (red) ppm nitrogen and 10.52
± 0.04 ppm (blue) nitrogen were found. These fit values are both larger than the values
estimated by the ideal gas law, though they are not larger by the same factor. After
further inspection of the doping volume, it was found that oil from the roughing pump
likely contaminated the small volume. Though the effects of mechanical oil on liquid
argon scintillation light are not known, it was assumed that this is the reason why the
nitrogen quenched more than expected and the Birk’s law fit yielded a larger effective
nitrogen concentration. A value for τf ilter of 3.58 days and 4.14 days were extracted
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Figure 6.1: Nitrogen doping in pure liquid argon. The red curve is the 1.4 ppm doping
run and the blue curve is the 7.3 ppm run. The dotted black line is a fit of equation 6.5.
At Runtime = 0, the recirculation and purification system was turned on.

from the fit for the 1.4 ppm and 7.3 ppm runs, respectively. From the rough estimations
mentioned earlier, 2.9 days was expected, though several assumptions were made in that
estimation. Additionally, during the duration of both measurements, the recirculation
system turned off due to issues with an air compressor keeping the pneumatic values open
on the getter. This issue occurred more often on the 7.3 ppm (blue) and is reflected in
the longer τf ilter extracted from the fit. Unfortunately, the duration in which the getter
was off could not be monitored though it was estimated to be no more than 24 hours.
One nitrogen doping run was performed during the duration of Run Two. Using the
same methods as Run One but with the improvements mentioned in Chapter 4, 1.06 ±
0.04 ppm of nitrogen were injected into the system. The triplet dropped from 1.477 µs to
1.239 µs as seen in the Figure 6.2. From this reduced triplet lifetime, a Birk’s constant
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of 0.122 ± 0.012 ppm−1 µs−1 is found which is consistent with [51] and references there
in. Using this measured value of Birk’s constant, Equation 6.5 was fit to the triplet
purification curve. Initial measurements of the filtration time constant found it to be
9.54 ± 0.55 days (top plot in Figure 6.3). It was postulated that the argon was too
stable and that the warm pure argon gas was not mixing adequately with the liquid.
Additionally, the temperature and pressure cycles seen in Run One were not seen Run
Two most likely due to less overall heat leak in the system. To increase the filtration
rate, the turbo pump was removed from the guard vacuum and the roughing pump was
left on, decreasing the insulating vacuum from 5.0 × 10−7 torr to 1.4 × 10−3 torr and
the coldhead set point was raised from -190 Celsius to -187 Celsius thus increasing the
internal pressure of the cryostat from 550 torr to 640 torr. A modification to Equation
6.5 was made to account the for non-zero start time to obtain:
τ0
τ =
1 + τ 0 · k · C0 · e − (t − t0 )/τf ilter
0

(6.6)

where t0 is the non zero start time of the fit. The filtration time constant measured by
fitting Equation 6.6 to the triplet purification curve after these changes was measured to
be 4.487 ± 0.31 days (bottom plot in Figure 6.3). This value is much closer to what was
predicted with Equation 6.4.
From the first fit, using the measured Birk’s constant, an initial concentration of 1.13
± 0.02 ppm was obtained and the second fit yields an initial concentration of 1.09 ± 0.14
ppm. Both values are consistent with the initial concentration measurement of 1.06 ±
0.04 ppm.
The scintillation distributions for both nitrogen concentrations (0 ppm and 1 ppm)
can be seen in Figure 6.5. Both distributions are normalized and then scaled by the
max value of the 0 ppm nitrogen measurement which is the maximum amplitude of the
singlet. It is assumed that the singlet is not quenched at these doping concentrations.
Quenched distributions will have an integral of less than one. If no quenching is present
after doping, the integral would still be unity. If adding nitrogen increases the light yield,
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Figure 6.2: Triplet lifetime (µs) versus run time (days) before and after the nitrogen
injections. It can be seen that the nitrogen thoroughly mixed after about three hours.

the quenching factor could be greater than 1. At 1 ppm of nitrogen in pure liquid argon,
a quenching factor of 0.918 is measured. By monitoring the muon peak in the random
trigger data before and after doping, as described later in chapter 8, it is found that the
most probable value (MPV) shifts from 334±7(syst)±1(stat) PE to 283±7(syst)±1 (stat)
PE (Figure 6.4), which corresponds to a 15.3±3.1% drop. This drop is compatible with
what the authors of [51] measure when looking at the total quenching of the waveform
from a Cobalt-60 gamma source.
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Figure 6.3: Nitrogen doping in pure liquid argon for Run Two. The top plot shows the
fit obtained when the heat leak for the system was minimized, yielding a filtration rate of
9.541 ± 0.55 days. The bottom plot shows the fit obtained when a heat leak was added
to the system, yielding a filtration rate of 4.487 ± 0.31 days.
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Figure 6.4: The red curve is the normalized intensity distribution for pure liquid argon,
while the blue curve normalized intensity distribution for 1 ppm of nitrogen in liquid
argon scaled by the max value of the pure liquid argon distribution.

Figure 6.5: The red(blue) spectrum is a background subtracted muon double coincidence
spectrum in pure(1 ppm N2 ) argon. The fit lines are Landau distributions.
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6.2

Recirculation and Purification

The first attempt at validating the accuracy of the doping system did not succeed
but it did allow for the system to be debugged and proper doping procedures to be
established. It demonstrated that the recirculation and purification system was working
on a time scale that was expected. If this system was scaled to a LEGEND-200 type
cryostat that has 64 m3 of liquid argon and a required a τf ilter of ∼ 3 days, a flow rate of
888 slpm would be needed and 7.2 kW of cooling power would be required to recirculate
and liquifify the gas . In seven half-lives, five 9’s (10 ppm impurities) liquid argon
would have impurity concentrations of ∼ 10 ppb and no noticeable quenching would be
seen. These requirements are within reach for modern cryogenic systems. The DUNE
experiment [12] instruments a much larger volume of liquid argon ( 68,400 tonnes versus
LEGEND-200’s 89.6 tonnes) and is able to provide about 100 kW of cooling power.
Another approach for a gas recirculation system would be to pull liquid from the
bottom of the cryostat and convert it into gas through heat exchange with the warm
recirculated gas. The evaporated argon would then be pushed through a gas purifier and
recondensed using the heat exchanger and coldhead. This method uses the heat lost in
evaporation of the liquid to cool the purified gas thus requiring less cooling power to
achieve similar purification times compared to the gas recirculation system. Naively, the
total purification time, assuming no mixing, can be calculated as:
Ttotal =

Vtotal
F

(6.7)

where Vtotal is the total volume of liquid argon and F is the flow rate of the recirculation
system. After one purification cycle, it is assume that all the argon has passed through
the purifier, the impurity concentration is less than 1 ppb, and no scintillation quench
will occur. If one assumes a total volume of 64,000 liters, as in LEGEND-200 and a total
purification time of 21 days, a liquid flow rate of 2.1 lpm is needed. If the liquid flow
rate is converted to a gas flow rate by multiplying by the ratio of densities of liquid and
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gaseous argon, a gaseous flow rate of about 1600 slpm is needed. If the heat exchanger
is assumed to be 90% efficient, then about 1300 watts of power is needed to keep the
system cool. This cooling power can be reduced further if a more efficient heat exchanger
can be developed. This technique has been demonstrated by the XENON collaboration
and has been used to achieve a gas flow rate of 100 slpm [74]
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The software package Geant4 [75] is used to simulate the light collection efficiencies of
scintillation events in BACoN. Geant4 discretizes particle propagation through matter,
allowing for a wide range of energies and particles to be accurately modeled. This is
possible through a reliance on fundamental physics to dictate how a particle should
interact on a step by step basis. When the physics does not accurately model a process
or it is missing (i.e. neutron or optical processes), Geant4 allows for user input to fill in
the missing processes. In order to accurately model optical physics in Geant4, “Optical
Photons” are used to decouple optical processes from electromagnetic processes that are
typically experienced by higher energy gammas. In Geant4, optical photons strictly do
not obey energy conservation. Additionally, due to the large variance in the optical nature
of materials, Geant4 requires users to input their own optical properties. These optical
properties include surface reflectivity, attenuation length, scintillation yield, absorption
and emission spectra, and Rayleigh scattering lengths. Finally, optical surface properties
for every material must be defined in order to accurately model the angular distributions
of reflections (Lambertian, Lobe, spike, ect.) [76].
Simulation light yield for the liquid argon detectors requires running radioactive decay
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simulation (i.e. K42 , Uranium, or Thorium) and optical simulations simultaneously. This
requires an extensive amount of CPUs and runtime due to the many discrete steps an
optical photon can take. For example, if one were to simulate the thorium decay chain,
several MeV of energy are deposited in the liquid argon. For every MeV of energy about
40,000 VUV photons are generated. These photons can then be wavelength shifted and
internally reflected through the optical fibers before their tracks terminate. For large
experiments like LEGEND, in which the optical fibers are upwards of ∼ 2.0 m long,
these photons can internally reflect tens of thousands of times before being detected at
a SiPM. It quickly becomes obvious that without a dedicated large computing cluster,
this task can take a very long time to complete.

7.1

Optical Heat Maps

In order to decrease the runtime of these simulations, they are broken into two different
simulations. Using the fact that scintillators emit light isotropically and have scintillation
yields that are linear in energy, an optical “heat” map can be created that maps the
photon detection probability as a function of the photon initial position throughout the
scintillator volume. Once these maps are created, they provide the average light yield as
a function of position without having to run an optical simulation in conjunction with
the radioactive decay. Though generating an optical map is quite CPU intensive, it only
needs to be done once. Average photon yield, N , is calculated as:
N = (Yscint ) × (Edep (r)) × (Pdetection (r)) × (detector )

(7.1)

where Yscint is the scintillator light yield, Edep (r) is the energy deposition in the scintillator, Pdetection (r) is the detection probability, and detector is the light detector efficiency.
Both the energy deposited and detection probability depend on position which takes into
account the discrete nature of how Geant4 tracks particles. The average yield is calculated per step for each particle track and is summed at the end of the event in order to
estimate the average light yield of the event.
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Liquid argon optical “heat” maps are created by generating VUV photons with a
mean wavelength of 128 nm and Gaussian sigma of 2.93 nm and propagating them
through the volume. The photons are generated isotropically from a random position
inside the liquid argon. In order to be counted as detected, these VUV photons have to
deposit energy in the optical sensitive volume of the simulation. For both BACoN and
LEGEND simulations, the VUV photons must first be wavelength shifted. VUV photons
that deposit energy in the optical sensitive volumes are not counted. Photon detection
probability is calculated per 5x5x5 mm3 voxel as the number of VUV photons detected
from that voxel divided by the total number of VUV photons generated in that voxel.
Optical maps offer a timely solution to traditional Geant4 optical simulations though
there are several concerns that have to be addressed. Do optical maps produce the same
results as a full Geant4 optical simulation given enough statistics? More importantly,
do optical maps reproduce physical data from real experiments? Both of these questions
need to be addressed in order to validate this technique.

7.2

BACoN Simulations

The goal of these optical maps is to provide predictive power to the LEGEND experiment and BACoN offers a way to validate these techniques in the absence of a physical
LEGEND experiment. BACoN is a much smaller and simpler experiment than LEGEND
and optical maps can be generated in about a day, compared to two or three weeks for
LEGEND.
BACoN’s optical volumes include gaseous argon, liquid argon, stainless steel, TPB,
acrylic and the PMT windows. One PMT was lost prior to obtaining pure liquid argon
for both runs and thus only one PMT is used as an active volume. All optical properties
for LEGEND simulations are summarized in Appendix .1. Argon doped with 10 ppm of
xenon was simulated. The PMTs are modeled as a stainless steel tube with a height of
6 inches and a diameter of 3.125 inch. The three inch “cathode” window is embedded
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on the top and is simulated as the sensitive optical volume, which means that photons
of a given wavelength that enter the volume have a detection efficiency dictated by the
assigned quantum efficiency. If a photon is not detected, it does not deposit energy in
the cathode. An 1⁄8 thick acrylic disk covers the cathode, while a 2 µm thick TPB disk
covers the acrylic.
In order to get a sense that the simulation was implemented correctly, a simple test
was preformed in which 128 nm photons were fired from directly above the TPB disk
into the PMT and the PMT QE was set to 1.0. Naively, one would expect no more than
0.6 photons detected by the PMT per event because TPB re-emits isotropically, the TPB
QE is 1.2, and some light will be lost in the acrylic. The simulation predicts that 0.83
photons will be detected by the PMT per event. This increase is due to two reasons: The
index of refraction for TPB is higher than that of argon thus WLS photon created at the
TPB/liquid argon boundary can refract back into the TPB. The acrylic disk also has a
lower index of refraction, but the critical angle at the acrylic/TPB boundary is smaller
than at the TPB/liquid argon boundary (24.2◦ versus 48.7◦ ); and the TPB emission
and absorption spectra overlap thus wavelength shifted photons can be absorbed and
reemitted at a redder wavelength. More than one wavelength shifted photon can be
reemitted per VUV photon absorbed hence the QE of 1.2. Once the correct PMT QE is
added in, the probability of detecting a WLS photon is calculated to be 0.259.
The liquid argon optical map generated for BACoN can be seen in Figure 7.1 and
the xenon doped liquid argon map can be seen in Figure 7.2. In order to project this
three dimensional map into two dimensions, the third dimension is averaged over. The
xenon doped liquid argon has had its attenuation length extended from 60.0 cm to 1000.0
m to model its transparency in the VUV. Further more the scintillation wavelength has
been shifted from 128 nm to 175 nm and the Gaussian mean has been shifted from 2.93
nm to 8.60 nm. The xenon doped attenuation length has not been measured at these
concentrations and thus the 1000.0 m attenuation length is chosen simply because this
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Figure 7.1: (left) A Z-X projection of the pure argon BACoN optical map. (right)A Y-X
projection of the argon BACoN optical map. The color indicates detection probability.
Note the counting well centered t Y = 0 and the liquid/gas boundary at Z = +180.0
mm.

length is much larger than the length of the cryostat. A study of attenuation length
versus muon peak shape is discussed below. The gaseous phase in both maps is argon,
which starts at Z = +180 mm and extends to Z = +300 mm. The low vapor pressure
of xenon in cold gaseous argon causes the concentration of xenon to be negligible [62].
It can be seen that xenon doped argon allows for improved light collection farther from
the PMTs, which can be attributed to the increased attenuation length. Both maps
have nonuniform light response thus demonstrating that BACoN is not suitable to be a
calorimeter for most nuclear processes.
Two physical simulations were performed using these BACoN optical maps with the
intent of comparing the predicted optical spectrum with physical data. A 60Co source was
placed outside the outer vacuum vessel at (300 mm, 0, 0 ) and a full Geant4 simulation
with optical physics turned on was performed. The spectrum predicted by Geant4 and the
optical heat map can be seen in Figure 7.3. This result demonstrates that the optical map
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Figure 7.2: (left) A Z-X projection of the xenon doped argon BACoN optical map.
(right)A Y-X projection of the xenon doped argon BACoN optical map. The color
indicates detection probability.

produces consistent results with Geant4 optical simulations. When the same simulation
is performed with xenon doped argon (Figure 7.4), the mean light yield increases by
1.60. Both spectra have an exponential shape, which is very similar to the shape of the
background events from random triggers. The source position was varied from the top
to the bottom of the outer can and no significant difference in the spectra was found.
This experiment will not be performed with BACoN because no trigger can be set up for
the

60

Co source and no peak would be distinguishable on top of the exponentially falling

background.
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Figure 7.3: The red markers indicate the predicted spectrum from the full Geant4 simulation of a 60Co, while the blue markers indicate the predicted spectrum of a 60Co from
the optical map
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Figure 7.4: The red markers indicate the predicted spectrum from of a 60Co source using
the xenon doped argon map, while the blue markers indicate the predicted spectrum
from of a 60Co source using the pure argon map. The xenon doped curve has a mean of
86.7 photo electrons while the pure around has a mean of 53.5 photo electrons.
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7.2.1

Cosmic Muon Simulations

Results from the

60

Co simulation suggest nuclear decay that produce gammas will

create a spectrum that is too similar from background. This is due to the low light
collection efficiency and the nonuniform light response mentioned above. Cosmic muons
were pursued as an alternative way of calibrating the optical maps. Cosmic muons are
triggered on by placing two 0.35 x 17.0 x 8.5 inch3 scintillating panels above and below
the cryostat and rotating the bottom one by 90◦ relative to the top panel. This double
coincidence requirement for the cosmic muon selects muons that are preferentially pointed
straight down thus limiting the variance in the possible paths the muon can travel while
traversing the argon (Figure 7.5). Additionally, muons are minimum ionizing particles
with a roughly constant dE/dx of about 2.11 MeV/cm for a 266 MeV muon traveling
through liquid argon [16]. This energy is deposited uniformly along the muon path,
thus allowing for the effects of longer attenuation lengths to be explored. Muons deposit
much more energy than nuclear decays and take approximately the same path through
the cryostat. These features obfuscates the low light collection issues and the nonuniform
light response.

Figure 7.5: (left) A ray tracing drawing of the BACoN geometry implemented in Geant4.
The minimum and maximum path of the muons are indicated with the green dotted lines.
(right) The z direction of muons that pass through both panels. The blue histogram is
the momentum for all simulated muons, while the red histogram is for muons that passed
the double coincidence cut.
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Muon kinetic energies, according to the PDG [16], can be modeled as a power law:
KE = (E0 − Ecut )

√

1 − x − E0

(7.2)

where E0 is the mean energy and is set to 4 GeV , Ecut is the minimum kinetic energy
of the muon set to 1 M eV , and x is a random number from 0 to 1. The downward
momentum was chosen from a cos2 (θ) distribution, while the horizontal momentum was
chosen to be uniform. The muons were generated in a disk with a diameter of 40 inches
directly above the top muon panel. The simulated energy deposited in the liquid argon
can be seen in the plot in Figure 7.6. The spectrum has two peaks at 82 MeV and 100
MeV. The double peaked spectrum is due to muons taking the shortest path through the
counting well and thus depositing less energy in the liquid and still being in coincidence
with the panels. The predicted photo electron spectrum for argon and xenon doped argon
can be seen in Figure 7.7. These spectra have been convolved with the PMT single photon
resolution (σSP E = 0.3125 PE). Both spectra were fit to a Landau function and have a
most probably value (MPV) at 4235 ± 46.5 PE and 2138 ± 24 PE for xenon doped and
pure liquid argon respectively. Thus, it is predicted that xenon doped argon should yield
1.98±0.03 times more light from cosmic muons than pure liquid argon at an attenuation
length of 1000.0 m. These peaks will be very distinct from nuclear background decays
because of the shape and much larger mean of the spectrum. Additionally, cosmic muons
can be a triggered source unlike random nuclear decays.
If the MPV for each Landau component in simulation is different than the physical
peaks than the quantum efficiency of the PMT, TPB or scintallator light yield are wrong.
If the shape of cosmic muon distribution in data is well described by a Landau fit, it
suggests that the simulated liquid argon attenuation length is correct. The attenuation
length effects light collection efficiencies exponentially while PMT and TPB quantum
efficiencies and scintillator yield effect it linearly. The total light collection efficiency can
be calculated as:
total ∼ e−x/λatten · T P B · P M T · Yscint
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Figure 7.6: Energy deposited in the liquid argon from cosmic muons that are in a double
coincidence with the muon panels. The red line is a Gaussian plus a Landau function
to model the left and right peaks respectively. The double peak comes from muons pass
through the counting and not depositing energy in the liquid argon.

where x is the position of the interaction in the liquid argon, λatten is the liquid argon
attenuation length, T P B is the TPB quantum efficiency, P M T is the PMT quantum
efficiency, and Yscint is the scintillator yield.

Figure 7.7: Simulated muon spectrum after the double muon panel coincidence is applied
for pure liquid argon (left plot in red) and xenon doped liquid argon (right plot in blue).
The red line in both plots is a Landau function with a MPV of 2138 and 4269 for the
pure liquid argon and xenon doped liquid argon respectively.
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Attenuation
Length (m)
1
3
5
10
20
50
1000

Muon Peak Shape versus Attenuation Length
MPV (PE)
Sigma (PE)
Ratio
(sigma/MPV)
2786±14
898±9
0.322±0.0035
3679±17
1120±12
0.305±0.0034
3911±18
1169±12
0.299±0.0034
4091±19
1201±13
0.293±0.0034
4167±19
1229±13
0.294±0.0033
4114±19
1248±13
0.303±0.0036
4269±20
1291±14
0.302±0.0036

Table 7.1: Summary of muon peak shape versus attenuation length. Each muon peak
was fit with a Landau function and the MPV and sigma were extracted. The errors are
the statistical errors from the fits.

In order to understand the effect that the attenuation length has on the shape of
the distribution, several xenon doped optical maps were made with varying attenuation
lengths. The shape of the distribution is defined as the width of the Landau distribution
divided by the MPV. This ratio as a function of xenon doped attenuation can be seen
in Table 7.1. It can be seen that below an attenuation length of 5.0 m, the shape begins
to signifcantly change. The smallest attenuation length that best estimates the shape of
the real data will be used. These simulations will be compared to data from BACoN in
Chapter 8.
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8.1

Lifetime measurements

Results from the Run Two nitrogen doping tests prove that a small quantity of gas can
be reliably inserted into the liquid argon volume of BACoN with small uncertainties. Four
xenon doping steps were taken, 1±0.04 ppm, 2±0.05 ppm, 5±0.09 ppm, and 10±0.13
ppm. Xenon was injected in 0.5 ppm steps until the desired molar concentration was
reached. Each 0.5 ppm injection took about 30 minutes and thus high concentrations of
xenon (∼ 100 ppm) were not considered due to the long times involved in doping. No
more than about 0.8 ppm of xenon could be injected before the pressure gauge went off
scale. Once the concentration was stable and fully mixed, 50,000 events were used for
each concentration to create the scintillation distributions (waveforms) seen in Figure
8.1. Note that after-pulsing is still present. Xenon doping shifts the waveforms to a
more xenon like (shorter) time distribution where the after-pulsing is more prominent.
The waveforms were fit from 1.05 µs to 10 µs in order to fit as much of the waveform as
possible while still avoiding fitting the singlet. The start time of the fit was varied by 50
ns in order to estimate the systematic uncertain associated with the fit window.
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Figure 8.1: Scintillation distributions created by binning pulse arrival times weighted by
the pulse charge for various concentrations of xenon from 0 - 10 ppm. Distributions are
normalized and then scaled to have the same maximum value.

A modified version of Equation 3.7 was used to measure the time constants of the
mixture:
r=

A1 −t/Ts A2 −t/Td
A3 −t/Tlong
e
−
e
+
e
Ts
Td
Tlong

(8.1)

where Ts is the slow component, Td is energy transfer time between the xenon and triplet
state of the argon, A1 , A2 and A3 are the intensities, and Tlong is an additional time
constant to account for the exponential tail at late times. Tlong has not been reported in
previous xenon doping measurements. It is speculated that this long component could
be from a xenon atomic excitation line at 145 nm as seen in [77]. The slow component,
Ts , represents the time constant for the combination of unquenched argon dimer light
and xenon dimer light created through the mechanism outline in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.
Though xenon decays rather quickly compared to argon, the population of xenon dimers
is “pumped” by the argon xenon mixed state, thus is able to have a much longer decay
time compared to pure liquid xenon. The total concentration of xenon dimers and argon
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Concentration
1 ppm
2 ppm
5 ppm
10 ppm

Xenon Doping Time Constants
Ts (ns)
Td (ns)
1243±7±6
871±10±4
771±12±1
721±11±1
503±11±1
435±9±1
447±1±2
213±4±2

Tlong (ns)
3532±212±117
3285±4±5
3415±3±19
2732±4±14

Table 8.1: Summary of xenon doping time constants, measured in nanoseconds, for
various molar concentration from 1 to 10 ppm xenon. The first error is a systematic
error estimated by varying the start time of the fit from 1.025 µs to 1.075 µs and the
second error is statistical.

dimers in the triplet state is A1 e−t/Ts − A2 e−t/Td .
The fit waveforms can be seen in Figure 8.2. The results from these fits for all four
concentrations are summarized in Table 8.1. It can be seen that the long component
begins to decrease at a concentration of 10 ppm xenon. Ts at 10 ppm has not decreased
much compared to the Ts measured at 5 ppm xenon (447 ns versus 503 ns) while Td has
dropped by about a factor of two between these two concentrations (213 ns versus 435
ns). This would suggest that the xenon dimer has become the dominant contributor to
the Ts state. Additionally, this process would help quench any xenon resonance state
that would create this long tail (Tlong ) due to the dimer state becoming more likely to be
formed. This idea is supported by the spectroscopy results measured by [58] in which they
found that the amplitude of the excite state at 145 nm decreased when the concentration
was increased from 1 ppm xenon to 10 ppm xenon.
Previous measurements of Ts for 1 ppm xenon reported it to be between 1 µs and 2.5
µs, though the uncertainty on these past measured concentration is also 1 ppm. While
measurements of Ts at 10 ppm xenon find it to be between 280 ns and 750 ns, and the
uncertainty on the concentration is at least 3 ppm for these measurements. Td has not
been measured for 1 ppm of xenon, but for 10 ppm the value ranges from about 250 ns
to about 700 ns. These values can be seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 in Chapter 3. The
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(a) 1 ppm xenon

(b) 2 ppm

(c) 5 ppm

(d) 10 ppm

Figure 8.2: Fit of equation 8.1 for xenon doped waveforms with xenon concentrations of
1, 2, 5, and 10 ppm. The solid red line is the total fit, the dashed blue line is the long
exponential component associated with Tl , and the magenta dashed line is the xenon
dimer and argon triplet component (A1 e−t/Ts − A2 e−t/Td ). Deviations from the fit at
short times (1.5-2.5 µs) are due to the effects of after-pulsing.

previous measurements on these time constants have a much larger uncertainty on the
xenon concentration and thus should not be used as a benchmark for the data presented
in this thesis. Disagreement between previous measurements shown in Figures 3.6 and
3.7 is likely due to this same issue.

8.2

Cosmic Muon in BACoN

Cosmic muons, triggered by two 0.35-inch thick plastic scintillator panels, were used
as an alternative triggered source to quantify the increase in light yield from xenon
doping. The double coincidence spectrum of cosmic muons seen in argon doped with 10
ppm xenon is the blue curve in Figure 8.3 (left). According to the simulation (Figure
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Figure 8.3: (left) The blue PE spectrum is from cosmic muons in double coincidence in
10 ppm xenon in liquid argon (signal) while the red PE spectrum from random double
coincidences events in the muon panels as seen in the liquid (background). (right) A
signal minus background double coincidence PE muon spectrum seen in 10 ppm xenon.
The red curve is a Landau function with a MPV of 604.8 ± 6.4 PE and a sigma of 168
± 3.6 PE

7.7), there should be no low energy tail to the double coincidence muon spectrum. It
was suspected that this observed tail was due to random coincidences in the two panels,
so a double coincidence run was taken where the muon panels were placed next to each
other and away from the liquid argon such that a muon was very unlikely to interact in
both panels and the liquid. The double coincidence noise spectrum is the red curve in
the left plot in Figure 8.3. This noise curve was scaled by the ratio of the max values
of the two curves in order to account for a different number of entries in each spectrum.
These two spectra were then subtracted from each other in order to obtain a pure double
coincidence muon spectrum (right plot in Figure 8.3). The curve was fit using a Landau
distribution and a most probable value (MPV) of 604.8 ± 6.4 PE was extracted. The
shape of the distribution (sigma/MPV) is measured to be 0.293 ± 0.008.
In order to best match the data to the correct simulated attenuation length, the
shape of the simulated peak (sigma/MPV) must be within one standard deviation of
the measured value. The simulation with the lowest attenuation length that matches
this criteria is chosen as the best lower limit on the real attenuation length. A plot of
attenuation length versus muon peak shape can be seen in Figure 8.4. It can be seen
from the figure that the 5.0 m attenuation length simulation is the lowest attenuation
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Figure 8.4: Attenuation length, measured in meters, is plotted against the muon peak
shape (sigma/MPV). The blue dashed line represents the measured peak shape value,
while the light blue band is the error of the peak shape value. Below attenuation lengths
5.0 m, the simulation is no longer consistent with data. This defines the best lower limit
that could be set in BACoN of the attenuation length of 175 nm light in 10 ppm xenon
in argon.

value that still fits the data.
The simulation, using an attenuation length of 5.0 m, predicts a MPV 3911±18 PE,
which is 6.47±0.08 times more than what is measured in 10 ppm of xenon in liquid argon.
If the MPV of the simulated muon spectrum is scaled by the ratio of the measured and
simulated MPVs (×6.47) and the simulated spectrum is refit with a Landau function,
then a MPV of 595±3 PE is found while the shape is measured to be 0.306±0.003 (top
right plot in Figure 8.5). The shape of the simulation does not quiet match the measured
value after scaling, suggesting that 5.0 m may still be too small of an attenuation length,
or perhaps the low PE tail of the data is distorting the fit. The MPV is consistent with
the measured 604.8 PE for the peak seen in 10 ppm xenon in liquid argon. Differences
in these two values comes from the low PE tail seen in data, which is likely residual
background that was not fully subtracted out. Despite this small difference in the low
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PE tail, the shape of the simulated spectra is well matched to the measured spectrum
once the two spectra are overlapped (bottom plot in Figure 8.5).
The large factor of 6.47 between the predicted PE yield and the measured yield for
coincident cosmic muons can be understood using Equation 7.3. The largest contribution
to this light decrease is likely due to the degradation of the TPB. During Run One, TPB
was found coating the walls of the cryostat and PMT bases. This should happen in
Run Two as well, though the cryostat will be sealed for several more months in order to
assess the stability of the xenon argon mixture. In addition, the assumption that of a
40 photons per keV light yield could also not be a valid assumption. The authors of [52]
state that they measure a yield of about 20 photons per keV even though they have pure
argon. These authors also admit that they are using a low energy electron beam and a
non relativistic effect may be lessening the yield. Finally, the quantum efficiency of the
PMTs may have been reduced when the tubes were contaminated with helium. As the
electrons avalanche inside the tube, collisions with helium could reduce the total current
output of the tubes. It is hard to quantify how much these effects are reducing the light
yield or if some other effects have been left out. By selecting the correct attenuation
length and accounting for this factor of 6.47, this measurement shows that simulation
reproduces data. These results validate the optical heat map technique described in
Chapter 7.
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Figure 8.5: (Top Left) The red PE spectrum is cosmic muons in double coincidence
in argon doped in 10 ppm xenon.(Top right) The blue PE spectrum is predicted from
simulation and scaled by 6.47. The red curves in both top plots are Landau fits with
MPVs of 604.8 ± 6.4 and 595 ± 3 for the left and right plots respectively.(Bottom) PE
spectrum of both the simulated PE muon peak after scaling (blue) and the physical muon
PE peak (red).
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8.3

Light Yield Comparison

Two different methods were used to measure the total increase in light yield after
xenon doping. The first method looks at the average PE spectra from random triggers
while measuring the stability of the xenon mixture. This data collection technique was
used to take as many points as possible as often as possible. The second method measured
the relative shift of the muon peak from double coincidence measurements mentioned
above.

8.3.1

Random Trigger Light Yield Comparison

The stability of the xenon mixture was measured by triggering at -250 mV (∼ 15
PE). The threshold was set rather high due to the low acquisition rate of the DAQ and
if it was set any lower, the spectrum would be dominated by low PE pulses likely from
thermal emissions in the PMTs. Events that pass this trigger requirement are likely a
random combination of gammas, betas, and alphas mainly from the stainless steel walls
and cosmic muons at larger PE values. The true shape of the spectrum is likely a falling
exponential for the random background events from the steel and a Landau distribution
for the muon peak. The simulated spectrum of a

60

Co, as seen in Figure 7.4, is also

a falling exponential which would suggest gammas from nuclear decays do not produce
peaks. The very low PE events are a combination of glancing muons, electronic noise,
and random nuclear decays from the stainless steel. This random trigger spectrum for
pure liquid argon and 5 ppm xenon can be seen in the left and right plots of Figure 8.6,
respectively.
The average PE value from the spectra for 1 ppm, 2 ppm, and 5 ppm xenon in liquid
argon is 1,369 ± 42 PE while it slightly increased for 10 ppm to 1,493 ± 39 PE. These
averages were taken by finding the average PE value in the range of 10 to 10,000 PE.
The region below 10 PE is dominated by noise, while that above 10,000 PE has very low
statistics, and high energy muons can skew the distribution. The average PE calculated
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Figure 8.6: (Left) PE spectrum for pure liquid argon using a random trigger set at ∼ 15
PE. (Right) PE spectrum for 5 ppm xenon in liquid argon using a random trigger set at
∼ 15 PE

for pure liquid argon is 882 ± 30 PE. Compared to this, xenon doping increases the light
yield by a factor of 1.55 ± 0.07 for xenon concentrations of 1-5 ppm and a factor 1.69 ±
0.07 increase for 10 ppm xenon. These average yield is consistent with the factor of 1.60
that the simulation predicted from an averaged PE yield of

60

Co before and after xenon

doping for simulated concentrations of 10 ppm.

8.3.2

Cosmic Muon Light Yield Comparison

The cosmic muon peak should be visible in the pure liquid argon random trigger
spectrum even though the double coincidence measurement was not set up. Though this
peak is dominated by cosmic muons, there is a contribution from unknown background
spectra, such as those from nuclear decays. Additionally, the cosmic muons that make
up this peak do not have the same paths that the double coincident muons have. Figure
8.7 shows the random trigger spectrum in pure liquid (red histogram) and the simulated
double coincident muon spectrum (blue markers). The simulated spectrum has been
scaled by the correction factor found in the 10 ppm xenon doping analysis presented
above ( × 6.47). The two solid curves seen in the figures are the Landau fits. The
MPV and sigma from the simulated fit (red curve) are found to be 338±2 and 123±1
respectively. Though the peak seen in data is dominated by its Landau component, the
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underlying shape due to nuclear events adds to the uncertainty of the fit. The data
spectrum was fit in two different ranges in order to estimate the this uncertainty. The
start point was fixed at 150 PE while the end point was varied from 450 to 600 PE. A
MPV of 334±7(syst)±1(stat) is found with a sigma of 85±4(syst)±1(stat). Teh value
for the MPV in data is consistent with the estimated MPV from the simulation. The
shape of the two spectra do not match and it is not expected that they should because
the muon paths are different in simulation and data.
The same scale factor (× 6.47) was used for both simulated spectra of pure liquid
argon and the 10 ppm xenon doped liquid argon. Additionally, both simulations were
able to reproduce the data. This factor is a physical quantity representing the decreased
light collection efficiency regardless of the scintallator used (xenon doped argon or pure
liquid argon). Finally, the simulation predicts an increased light yield of 1.83±0.02 for 10
ppm xenon in pure argon and an increase of 1.81±0.05 was measured for 10 ppm xenon
in argon versus pure argon. Muons allow for a larger increase in light yield because they
produce more light than random background events through out the whole liquid volume
thus take full advantage of the longer attenuation length. This comparison between the
simulated double coincidence muon spectrum for xenon doped and pure liquid is the
final prediction made by these simulations, thus completely validating the simulation
techniques used.
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Figure 8.7: A comparison of simulated and physical muon peaks measured in BACoN.
The red histogram is real data, while the blue markers are simulated data. The two
curves are Landau fits with the red curve being a fit to data and the blue curve being a
fit to the simulated data.

8.4

Nitrogen Quenching in Xenon Doped Argon

It is expected that contaminants will quench the total light output less in xenon doped
liquid argon than in pure liquid argon. The total scintillation distribution is shifted to
shorter times and thus the probability of colliding with contaminants (collisional damping) is assumed to be less likely. To evaluate this assumption, the shift of the muon
peak from a double coincidence was measured. This quenching effect cannot be modeled
using a Birk’s law formalism because the energy transfer between the xenon and argon
dimer creates a “dark” mixed state that does not emit light but still can be quenched.
This energy transfer process is also quenched, thus a comparison of quenching constants
between pure argon and xenon doped liquid argon is meaningless. Two concentrations of
nitrogen were considered, 1.00±0.04 ppm and 9.95±0.13 ppm nitrogen (molar concentra-
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Xenon Doping
Concentration
Ts (ns)
0 ppm
447±1±2
1 ppm
439±1±1
10 ppm
415±1±1

Time Constants
Td (ns)
Tlong (ns)
213±4±2
2732±4±14
185±3±2
2408±3±2
116±11±12 2321±4±14

Table 8.2: Summary of xenon doping time constants for 10 ppm xenon and various
concentrations of nitrogen measured in nanoseconds.

tions). These nitrogen contamination concentrations were chosen because commercially
available research grade liquid argon can be purchases at 99.999% or 99.9999 % pure (10
ppm or 1 ppm).
The xenon doped, nitrogen contaminated, scintillation time constants were measured
and are summarized in Table 8.2. The scintillation distributions for all three nitrogen
concentrations (0 ppm, 1 ppm, and 10 ppm) can be seen in Figure 8.8. All three distributions are normalized and then scaled by the maximum value of the 0 ppm nitrogen
measurement. It can be seen at 10 ppm of nitrogen that significant after-pulsing is distorting the scintillation time distribution. The total light yield in 10 ppm of nitrogen is
much lower (see below) thus after-pulsing contributes significantly more to the total light
seen in the distribution.
At 1 ppm of nitrogen and 10 ppm of xenon in liquid argon, the muon peak from a
double coincidence trigger was found to shift from 604.8 ± 6.4 PE to 542 ± 4 PE, which
corresponds to 10.4±1% drop. This drop in liquid argon was measured to be 15.3±3.1%.
In 10 ppm N2 and 10 ppm Xe in liquid argon, the muon peak shifts to 294 ± 3 PE which
is a 51.4±0.7% decrease in light yield (Figure 8.9). A similar drop in light yield is seen
in pure liquid argon when 10 ppm of nitrogen is inserted [51].
These doping measurements show that xenon doped argon is less sensitive to the total
contamination concentration of nitrogen. Unlike other contaminates like nitrogen, xenon
atoms will quench the argon triplet and in some characteristic time Td , will re-emit light
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Figure 8.8: Time distribution intensities for 10 ppm of xenon and 0, 1, and 10 ppm N2
in liquid argon. The blue curve contains 0 ppm N2 and is has an area of 1, the red
curve contains 1 ± 0.04 ppm N2 and has an area of 0.908, and the green curve contains
9.95 ± 0.13 N2 and has an area of 0.770 .

at a longer wavelength. This xenon state is less likely to be quenched because, at 10
ppm xenon, Td is measured to be 213±6 ns which is much quicker than the argon triplet
life time of 1479 ns. Additionally, xenon doped argon, at 10 ppm nitrogen and 10 ppm

Figure 8.9: Double coincidence muon PE spectrum for 10 ppm xenon and 1 ppm (left
plot) and 10 ppm (right plot) nitrogen in liquid argon. The blue points are for 1 and
10 ppm nitrogen and 10 ppm xenon, while the red points are for 0 ppm nitrogen and 10
ppm xenon. Fit lines are Landau distributions.
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xenon, has close to the same total light yield from cosmic muons as pure liquid argon
(294 P.E versus 338 PE), thus if one were to buy five 9’s liquid argon from a commercial
vendor and dope it with 10 ppm of xenon, the total light output would be similar to pure
liquid argon. It is also worth noting that five 9’s commercial grade argon also has other
contaminates in it like oxygen, air, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, all of which
have different quenching factors. Finally, it still might be possible to see less quenching
at higher xenon concentrations because Td will be shorter.
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LEGEND Optical Simulations

This chapter will cover the optical simulations performed for LEGEND-200 that helped
inform the mechanical design and the background model. Additionally, this chapter will
explore alternative light collection designs for LEGEND-1000 and investigate the possible
improvements that xenon doped argon has to offer. The optical simulations with cosmic
muons in BACoN prove that these optical maps are able to accurately predict expected
light yields and thus the predictions made in this chapter can be relied on.

9.1

LEGEND-200 Optical Maps

In order to reach the background index required for LEGEND-200, the liquid argon
veto must improve its background rejection by at least a factor of two relative to the
Gerda experiment. Though it is known that about 200 kg of enriched germanium will
be instrumented, the optimal geometry of the germanium array is not known, thus it
is necessary to explore detector geometries which will optimize the liquid argon veto.
Without having a physical experiment to explore this issue, the collaboration relies on
simulation to guide the geometry decision making. The software package Geant4 [75] is
used to simulate different detector geometries and quantitatively understand geometrical
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effects on veto cut efficiencies (called the suppression factor by the collaboration) of the
liquid argon veto.
For the LEGEND liquid argon veto, events are rejected if at least one photon is
detected in coincidence with a germanium event. In order to calculate the suppression
factor for the liquid argon veto using the optical maps, the probability of detecting zero
photons must be calculated. Assuming a Poisson distribution, the probability of detecting
zero photon electrons (PE) is:
P (P E = 0) = e−N

(9.1)

where N is calculated from equation 7.1. The initial energy spectrum is then weighted
event by event with this probability. The suppression factor is then calculated by considering the total number of events before and after this weighting in a 370 keV window
around Qββ . The energy window is segmented into four regions, 1950-2098 keV, 21082113 keV, 2123-2199 keV, and 2209-2350 keV, in order to avoid gamma lines that are
close to Qββ for

76

Ge.

Several geometries for LEGEND-200 have been considered by the collaboration over
the course of this thesis. Since the mechanical design has developed at a pace at which
simulation could not keep up, this section will summarize past geometries and expand
on the current optical geometry. Though the current mechanical design is expected to
change prior to the start of the experiment, the changes should be minor thus the optical
maps present are still relevant. Finally, information about suppression factors will not
be described in detail in this section due to the high likelihood that this data will change
as the simulations mature.
The initial design was to have 95 germanium detectors arranged into 19 detector
strings with 5 detectors per string. The array had a height and diameter of roughly
500 mm. This array would then have an inner fiber shroud that is readout with SiPMs
from the top and bottom and an outer fiber shroud that curves under the germanium
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detectors such that it is symmetric about the y axis and is only readout at the top
(Figure 9.1). This dense packing of germanium detectors was done to take advantage
of the anti-coincidence cut between germanium detectors (referred to as the granularity
cut by the collaboration). The granularity cut has been very effective for the Majorana
Collaboration because they operate their detectors in vacuum. It was found that the
granularity cut for this geometry was less effective than initially expected. Gammas that
deposit energy in two different detectors are also likely to deposit energy in the liquid
argon. The second energy deposition in the germanium will be smaller and thus less
likely to be tagged. This denser array also increases the shadowing of scintillation light
by the germanium detectors, making the liquid argon anti-veto cut less effective. This
shadowing effect can be seen in the optical heat map generated for this geometry (Figure
9.2). Inside the germanium array, the photon detection probability is much lower when
compared to outside. This shadowing effect is at its worst between detectors on the same
string. Finally, the background induced from germanium detectors and their holders onto
other germanium detectors becomes considerable.
A less dense array was proposed which would help alleviate some of the issues the 19
string geometry struggled with. This array had 14 string which would have ∼ 7 detectors
per string. The detector strings would be arranged in a circle in order to maximize the
distance between germanium strings. Additionally, by leaving a large opening in the
middle, it allows for the possibility of instrumenting more germanium if the opportunity
arises. The array is roughly 800 mm tall, the strings are placed at a radius of 230 mm,
while each string has a diameter of ∼ 75 mm. This longer array would not fit in the Gerda
cryostat and thus was not originally considered. It was found later that the cryostat could
be extended to fit this length. The 14 string germanium layout is the most current design
and is unlikely to change much from the time of writing to the start of the experiment.
The original design of the fiber array for the 14 string geometry included an inner
and outer array that was read-out at the top with SiPMs and placed at a radius of 175
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Figure 9.1: Initial design for 19 string geometry for LEGEND-200, (left) top down view,
(right) side on view, red and blue lines represent the outer and inner fiber arrays respectively,

mm and 295 mm for the inner and outer arrays, respectively. The two fiber arrays were
connected by a semicircle underneath the array, thus there was an equal number of fibers
in the inner and outer fiber arrays (Figures 9.3 and 9.4). This ultimately limited the
total number of fibers that could be placed at the larger radius and thus the detection
efficiency outside of the array was lower than expected as seen in the map (Figure 9.5).
Additionally, a large amount of light was being lost below the array. Unlike the 19 string
design, there was no light coverage below the center of the germanium arrays.
After several design iterations, it was decided to decouple the inner and outer fiber
arrays. The outer array will be read-out out by SiPMs on both ends of the fibers and
the bottom array will curve underneath the germanium array to provide some coverage
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Figure 9.2: Radius versus height projection of optical heat map for 19 string geometry.

below the array. The inner array will have a semicircle loop at the bottom which connects
to the neighboring fiber, thus if a photon trapped in the fiber goes down, away from the
SiPM, it can still be detected by another SiPM in the joining fiber. This semicircle that
connects the two fibers reduces the number of photons collected in the SiPMs by about
55% compared to the light collected by the outer fiber array, which has SiPMs coupled
on either end. The decrease is due to the longer length of the fiber being comparable
to the attenuation length of 3.4 m. It was decided that if SiPMs were placed on the
bottom of the interior fiber array, the total activity due to SiPMs, cabling, and mount
structure would be too large due to the close proximity to the germanium array. The
current design can be seen in Figure 9.6. The exterior array has a length of ∼ 1500 mm
and has 1620 fibers placed in a 60 sided polygon with 27 fibers per side. The interior
array has a length of 1300 mm and has 936 fibers placed in a 36 sided polygon with 26
fibers per side. A finalized optical heat map of this geometry with pure liquid argon can
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Figure 9.3: Initial design for 14 string geometry.

be seen in Figures 9.7 and 9.8.
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Figure 9.4: Initial design for 14 string geometry rendered in Geant4.
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Figure 9.5: RZ projection of optical heat map for initial 14 string geometry

Figure 9.6: CAD drawing of current 14 string geometry.
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Figure 9.7: XY projection of optical heat map for current 14 string geometry.

Figure 9.8: RZ projection of optical heat map for current 14 string geometry.
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9.2

LEGEND-1000 Alternative Optical Schemes

LEGEND-1000, will in some sense, be four separate copies of the LEGEND-200 but
with new novel improvements (perhaps like xenon doping) that will allow a lower background index to be reached. The fiber array used in LEGEND-200 has been under study
since its original implementation in Gerda and has arguably been optimized to yield the
best suppression factor. If more fibers were added, more light would be collected but
more backgrounds would be introduced leading to no net gain in the suppression factor.
LEGEND-1000 needs a new optical array if the liquid argon veto is to be improved.

9.2.1

SiPM Array

As an alternative to the wavelength shifting fiber array, the scintillation light could be
imaged directly by SiPMs, which are reasonably sensitive to LAr and xenon doped liquid
argon (XeD) scintillation light. These SiPMs would be mounted on the copper radon
shield at a radius of 700 mm and could be mounted on rings and instrumented on the
entire length of the copper radon shroud. The bottom of the shroud could have another
array instrumented such that it looks up into the germanium array from underneath. A
possible geometry for this can be seen in Figure 9.9, where the design mentioned above
is rendered in Geant4. In this design, the SiPM rings are mounted every 117 mm in Z
and have 177 SiPMs/ring with a total of 25 rings. The bottom SiPM array has rings
of SiPMs mounted every 118 mm in R with a total of 4880 SiPMs. A possible SiPM
candidate is the Hamamatsu S13371 66 mm2 SiPM [78], which has a photon detection
probability of ∼ 14 % at 128 nm and ∼ 24 % at 175 nm.
The SiPM array would intrinsically reduce background by removing mass near the
detectors and relocating it to the edge of the sensitive volume. It would also allow
the nylon mini-shrouds to be removed because the SiPMs would be directly imagining
the scintillation light. The open liquid argon region between the germanium and SiPM
array would be the most sensitive region. The SiPM array would be located about one
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Figure 9.9: A possible geometry for a SiPM array for LEGEND-1000. (left) A view from
the side of the array. The light blue squares seen in ring patterns are the SiPM array,
while the dark blue cylinders in the center of the array are the germanium strings. (right)
A view of the bottom SiPM array.

radiation length away from the germanium for a 2.614 MeV gamma from

208

Tl decay,

while the fiber array is about a tenth of an radiation length. Unlike the fiber array, the
SiPM array could be instrumented in a way that event position reconstruction could be
possible. Position reconstruction is used in other 0νββ decay experiments to tag the
alpha produced in the

212

Po decay which is the daughter decay of

212

Bi. The

212

Po alpha

decay occurs about a microsecond after the 212Bi decay. By being able to identify that the
alpha came from a surface component, a delayed time coincidence cut can be effectively
implemented.
Though good arguments can be made for the SiPM array, the fiber array is by far the
best way to cover a large area cheaply. Additionally, reasonable light collection efficiency
is obtained with the fiber and, without doing the simulations, it is not obvious how many
SiPMs are needed in order to obtain a comparable suppression factors. Thus, an optical
map of the SiPM array was created and a comparison to the LEGEND-200 fiber array
can be seen in Figure 9.10. The SiPM array offers comparable detection efficiencies with
the lowest efficiency at the center of the array. These detection efficiencies can be boosted
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Figure 9.10: An XY project of the SiPM geometry (left) and the fiber array geometry
(right) for a LEGEND-200 design. The colors of each plot do not correspond to the same
values, rather the yellow is the maximum value and the blue is the minimum value. Both
simulations use an attenuation length of 60.0 cm.

by implementing more SiPMs below the germanium array. Unlike the fiber array, which
has a sharp drop in efficiencies outside the array, the SiPM array efficiencies get better
with distance away from the germanium array, thus even though the SiPM array does
slightly worse in the region around the germanium, it does much better through out the
whole active region of the liquid argon. This first attempt at a different optical detection
scheme seems promising.

9.2.2

Xenon Doping and LEGEND-1000

Two possible xenon doped light readout schemes have been investigated in a LEGEND
-200 geometry, a fiber array and SiPM array geometry. These simulations were done with
the LEGEND-200 geometry because it is the most complete and very likely to be similar
to LEGEND-1000. In these simulations, it is assumed that all of the 128 nm light is
wavelength shifted to 175 nm, which corresponds to a xenon concentration of between
100-1000 ppm.
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Figure 9.11: (left) Xenon doped fiber array optical map. (Right) Pure liquid argon fiber
array optical map. The z axis has been averaged out leaving an XY projection. Note the
color scales are not the same between the two plots.

A comparison of the fiber array with and without xenon doping can be seen in Figure
9.11. Note that the VUV attenuation length of the xenon doped map was set arbitrarily
high to 1000.0 m in order to demonstrate the maximum effect of transparency. The
xenon doped fiber array (left plot) shows modest improvement inside the germanium
array but the exterior of the array has a factor of four or more improvement in light
detection efficiencies. This improvement is due to the long attenuation lengths the 175
nm wavelength has in liquid argon. Further improvement cannot be made because of the
other light collection efficiencies folded into the fiber array.
A comparison of the xenon doped SiPM array versus the liquid argon fiber array can
be seen in Figure 9.12. The VUV attenuation length of the SiPM array was reduced from
1000.0 m to 5.0 m. The 5.0 m attenuation length was chosen because it was the lower
limit measured in Chapter 8. It can be seen in the left plot that the xenon doped SiPM
array photon detection efficiencies has increased substantially with the lowest detection
probabilities around 2%, which is roughly an order of magnitude better than any other
light collection scheme. This large jump is due to two things. The first, already mentioned
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Figure 9.12: (left) Xenon doped SiPM array optical map, with the VUV attenuation
length set to 5.0m. (Right) Xenon doped fiber array with the VUV attenuation length
set to 1000.0m. The z axis has been averaged out leaving an XY projection. Note the
color scales are not the same between the two plots.

for the fiber array, is the large attenuation length of the 175 nm scintillation light. The
second is due to the larger photo-detection efficiencies of the SiPMs. The light collection
efficiencies are constrained by geometrical effects, thus more SiPMs may further increase
detection efficiencies.
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10.1

Summary of Results

It has been demonstrated that a small concentration of gas can be reliably and precisely inserted into a cryostat containing ∼ 120 kg of liquid argon using the gas doping
techniques outlined in this thesis. 1.06 ±0.04 ppm of nitrogen was inserted and the
quenching factor (Birk’s constant) was measured to be 0.12±0.01ppm−1 µ s

−1

, consis-

tent with the literature. This demonstrates that small quantities of gas can be inserted
with good precision. This nitrogen contaminants was then removed using a recirculation
and purification system that obtained a filtration time constant as low as 3.6 days.
In addition, xenon doped liquid argon in concentrations from 1 to 10 ppm has been
investigated as an alternative active shield for LEGEND-1000. It has been shown that
up to a factor of ∼ 1.8 increase in light yield can be obtained for xenon doped argon
when compared to pure liquid argon. These results also confirm that the attenuation
length of 175 nm light in xenon doped liquid argon is much longer than the attenuation
length at 128 nm. This longer attenuation length becomes more advantageous for larger
active volumes of xenon doped argon. These results were performed with one PMT that
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suffered from steady after-pulsing. It would be confirming to redo these measurements
with SiPMs or new PMTs. Additionally, it would be desirable for the muon panels used
to calibrate the simulation to be thicker so that muons would deposit more energy in
them. Currently muons events are similar to nuclear events and thus the only way to
separate them is through a double coincidence measurement.
The light increase from xenon doped argon was first modeled using the software
package MaGe, which is built off Geant4. These simulations use a novel new simulation
technique called optical “heat” maps as an alternative to photon tracking. These optical
heat maps contain the probability of photon detection as a function of position inside the
simulated detector. Using these maps, a simulated double coincidence muon spectrum
was created for pure and xenon doped liquid argon for the BACoN cryostat. It was found
that the simulation correctly predicted the muon spectrum shape once the correct attenuation length was selected for both simulations, though it predicted the most probable
value for the spectra would be about 6.47 times larger. Each simulation had the same
correction factor indicating that there was an unaccounted for instrument effect that
linearly decreased the light yield by the same amount in both measurements. Once this
factor was accounted for, both simulations were well matched to data proving that this
optical heat map technique can accurately model real physics.
Using optical heat maps simulations, it was shown that, if xenon doped argon was
used in LEGEND-1000, the fiber array could be replaced by a SiPM array instrumented
at the radius of the copper shroud (700 mm). The long attenuation length of xenon doped
liquid argon means that a negligible amount of light is lost if the SiPM array is moved
farther from the germanium detectors. Additionally, since xenon doped argon shifts
the wavelength from 128 nm to 175 nm, this design does not need TPB to wavelength
shift the 128 nm. Thus the TPB coated nylon shrouds near the detector array can be
removed to reduce the total amount of material near the detector. Finally, this design
has much more self shielding than the fiber array because of the large amount of liquid
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between the SiPM array and the germanium detectors. Any gammas from the SiPM
array that interact in the germanium will likely scatter first in the liquid between the
arrays and thus be seen by the SiPM array and vetoed. This design has its engineering
challenges, with the largest issues being how to read out all the SiPMs and designing
a low background amplifier that is cryogenically compatible. Additionally, germanium
detectors have never been operated in xenon doped argon and there operation must be
verified before any further steps on this design are taken.
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.1

Optical Simulation Properties
Some of the optical properties in MaGe are single values and will be summarized first.

The TPB quantum efficiency was chosen to be 1.2, the index of refraction is 1.635, and
the time constant is 0.01 ns. The argon attenuation length for wavelengths shorter than
250 nm it was chosen to be 0.60 m and for wavelengths longer than 250 nm is was chosen
to be 103 m. The attenuation length for xenon doped argon for wavelengths shorter than
250 nm was chosen to be 5.0 m and for wavelengths longer than 250 nm was chosen to
be 103 m.

Figure .1: Acrylic transparency as a function of wavelength. [79]
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Figure .2: BACoN PMT quantum efficiency (red) over laid with the TPB emission
spectrum (blue). The units of the TPB emission spectrum are arbitrary. Credit:[68].
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Figure .3: Copper reflectivity as a function of wavelength. Credit:[80].

Figure .4: Fiber absorption and emission spectrum (blue and red dots), SiPM quantum
efficiency (grey), and the TPB emission spectrum (yellow). The y axis is in units of
quantum efficiency, while the emission and absorption spectra have units of intensity and
have been normalized. Credit: [81]
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Figure .5: Germanium Reflectivity as a function of wavelength. Credit:[80].

Figure .6: Liquid argon emission spectrum as a function of wavelength. Credit:[80].
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Figure .7: Liquid argon Raleigh scattering length as a function of wavelength. Credit:[80].

Figure .8: Silicon reflectively as a function of wavelength. Credit:[80].
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Figure .9: Tetratex reflectively as a function of wavelength. Credit:[80].
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Figure .10: TPB emission spectrum (orange) and absorption spectrum (blue) as a function of wavelength. Credit:[80].
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